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Chapter 1 - Introduction 

This Red Paper is a practical guide for technical users, database administrators, and programmers who implement, maintain, or 
develop applications for a PeopleSoft system. This Red Paper discusses guidelines for improving the performance of 
PeopleSoft applications running on SQL Server. 

Much of the information contained in this document originated within the PeopleSoft Benchmarks and Global Support Center 
and is therefore based on "real-life" problems encountered in the field. The issues that appear in this document are the 
problems that prove to be the most common or troublesome 

STRUCTURE OF THIS RED PAPER 

This Red Paper is structured to provide information about basic tuning, database maintenance for high performance, 
troubleshooting some common problems, and parameter tunings.   

Keep in mind that PeopleSoft updates this document as needed to reflect the most current feedback we receive from the field. 
Therefore, the structure, headings, content, and length of this document are likely to vary with each posted version. To see if 
the document has been updated since you last downloaded it, compare the date of your version to the date of the version posted 
on Customer Connection. 

RELATED MATERIALS  

This paper is not a general introduction to environment tuning, and we assume that our readers are experienced IT 
professionals, with a good understanding of PeopleSoft Pure Internet Architecture and Microsoft SQL Server database. To 
take full advantage of the information covered in this document, we recommend that you have a basic understanding of system 
administration, basic internet architecture, relational database concepts and SQL, and how to use PeopleSoft applications.   

This document is not intended to replace the documentation delivered with the PeopleTools 8 or 8.4x PeopleBooks.  We 
recommend that before you read this document, you read the Peoplesoft application related information in the PeopleBooks to 
ensure that you have a well-rounded understanding of Peoplesoft batch process technology.    

Additionally, we recommend that you refer to Books Online / SQL Server database administration guide. 

© Copyright PeopleSoft Corporation 2004.  All rights reserved.    5 
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Chapter 2  - SETUP 

INPUT/OUTPUT (I/O) CONFIGURATION 

The storage system used for the database server should be configured for optimal performance. Incorrect configuration of the 
I/O system can surely degrade the performance of your system.  Sizing and placement of your application database data files, 
log files, and tempdb plays a major role in the performance. 

The configuration of the storage system must accommodate read performance as well as write performance, because the 
application involves online transaction processing (OLTP), which uses random access, in addition to batch processing, which 
uses a lot of sequential access.   

RAID Type Recommendations 

A common debate when discussing the topic of RAID options is the relative performance of RAID 5 versus RAID 10. 

It is true that RAID 10 will outperform a RAID 5 set of the same number of volumes, for the following reasons: 

• Write performance for RAID 10 is superior.  A write operation on RAID 5 requires 4 physical I/O operations, whereas 
RAID 10 requires two. 

• Read performance of RAID 10 is enhanced in most implementations by balancing read requests across the two drives 
participating in the mirror. 

Note. Configuration settings, available cache, and specific vendor capability can introduce many variables relevant to this 
issue. 

RAID 0 is unsuitable for use in a SQL Server environment. A loss of a single drive will result in the loss of data. Even tempdb 
should not be placed on RAID 0 at least as far as production environment is concerned—the loss of one drive on RAID 0 
would result in an outage on the SQL Server instance. A possible use of RAID 0 could be the temporary location of disk 
backups, prior to writing disk backups to tape or another location. 

RAID 1 is appropriate for objects such as the SQL Server binaries, the master database, and the MSDB database.  I/O 
requirements for these objects are minimal (so they do not generally benefit from striping), but they require fault tolerance to 
remain available. 

The transaction log also benefits from RAID 1. Fault tolerance is a must for continuous operation.  Also, the nature of 
transaction log I/O is continuous sequential write. RAID 1 is ideal for this type of I/O pattern. 

Note. The transaction log should be entirely isolated from all other I/O activity — no other files should exist on the drives that 
contain the log file. This ensures that, with the exception of transaction log backup and the occasional rollback — nothing 
disturbs the sequential nature of transaction log activity. 

RAID 10 affords the best overall performance, making it the preferred choice for all database files.   

 

FILES, FILEGROUPS, AND OBJECT PLACEMENT STRATEGIES 
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The complex pattern of I/O activity and the large number of tables and indexes in the Peoplesoft database makes attempting 
strategic placement of objects and object types (tables and indexes) a difficult task. A better strategy is to spread a single user-
defined filegroup across as many physical drives as possible, to put the entire storage system to work completing as many I/O 
requests as possible in parallel. 

A possible exception to this strategy is the isolation of what are called “temporary” tables (described later in this document).  
Temporary tables are used to store intermediate results during batch processing; therefore isolating temporary tables from the 
rest of the Peoplesoft database objects has the potential to reduce the interference that batch can have with OLTP processing. 

Note. Peoplesoft does provide the means to assign tables and indexes to specific filegroups. This is accomplished by updating 
Peopletools tables PSDDLMODEL and PSDDLDEFPARMS.  When used, each table and index script is generated with its 
specific filegroup included. 

To perform this update, run the Peoplesoft installation script called DDLMSS.DMS. This script is executed by Peoplesoft Data 
Mover, but upon viewing the script it should be evident which values can be modified by executing standard SQL using Query 
Analyzer or some other means. Following is a recent copy of DDLMSS.DMS. 

SET LOG DDLMSS.LOG; 
 
REMARK 
\ 
 This script loads the PeopleTools DDL tables for MicroSoft. 
; 
 
DELETE FROM PSDDLMODEL 
WHERE PLATFORMID=7 
; 
 
INSERT INTO PSDDLMODEL ( 
STATEMENT_TYPE, 
PLATFORMID, 
SIZING_SET, 
PARMCOUNT, 
MODEL_STATEMENT) 
VALUES( 
:1, 
:2, 
:3, 
:4, 
:5) 
\ 
$DATATYPES NUMERIC,NUMERIC,NUMERIC,NUMERIC,CHARACTER 
1,7,0,1,$long 
CREATE TABLE [TBNAME] ([TBCOLLIST]) ON **FILEGRP**; 
// 
2,7,0,1,$long 
CREATE  [UNIQUE] [CLUSTER] INDEX [IDXNAME] ON [TBNAME] ([IDXCOLLIST]) **WITH 
FILLFACTOR=60**  ON **INDXGRP** ; 
// 
3,7,0,0,$long 
; 
// 
/ 
DELETE FROM PSDDLDEFPARMS 
WHERE PLATFORMID=7 

; 

Placeholder for Table 
Filegroup name 

Placeholder for Index 
Filegroup name 

Optional Index create 
clause can be added here, 
such as fillfactor or 
sort in tempdb 

TEMPDB PLACEMENT AND TUNING 
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The tempdb database is used for sorting result sets, either because of an ‘ORDER BY’ clause in a query, or to organize pre-
result sets needed to execute a given query plan. When server-side cursors are used, the results are stored in tempdb.   

It is recommended that tempdb be isolated from other database activity on its own RAID set of physical disks. Use of RAID 10 
is especially important for tempdb. First, consider moving tempdb to its own set of RAID disks. This can be done with 
‘ALTER DATABASE’ using the ‘MODIFY FILE’ option to specify a new location for tempdb’s data file and log file. You 
may also want to increase the SIZE option to a larger value, such as 100MB, and increase the FILEGROWTH option to, say, 
50MB.   

Note. Please monitor and avoid automatic file growth, as it impacts performance. Every time SQL server is started the tempdb 
file is recreated with the default size. While tempdb can grow, it does take resources to perform this task. To reduce this 
overhead of tempdb growing, you may want to permanently increase the default size of tempdb to a size closer to what is 
actually used on a day-to-day basis after carefully monitoring its growth. Above suggestion to have larger size option is for 
exceptions and should not be relied upon as default. 

Also, consider adding multiple data files to tempdb rather than having just one.  This can reduce contention on tempdb. Do this 
by using ‘ALTER DATABASE’ with the ‘ADD FILE’ option.   

Note. During periods of heavy activity in the Peoplesoft database, contention has been detected on the allocation structures in 
the tempdb database files. The contention can be detected as pagelatch wait time on GAM, SGAM, PFS, and IAM pages. 
Refer to KB article 328551 for details on tempdb contention and corrective actions that are available. 

One way to preempt this form of tempdb contention is to allocate multiple files to the tempdb database, even if those files exist 
on the same set of physical disks.  Consider the recommendation in the KB article to allocate a number of tempdb files equal to 
the number of processors available to SQL Server. 

The SP_PSWHO script included with this document can assist in detecting tempdb contention; this procedure translates the 
waittype column in sysprocesses to a descriptive text value. Look for “Pagelatch” in the Waittype column produced by this 
procedure. If further examination of the waitresource from sysprocesses shows allocation page from tempdb, you should take 
the corrective action documented in KB article 328551. 

 

RECOVERY MODELS 

SQL Server provides three recovery models to determine how your transactions are logged, and your level of exposure to data 
loss. They are Simple Recovery, Full Recovery and Bulk-Logged Recovery. 

Simple Recovery Model 

With the Simple Recovery model, the database can be recovered to the point of the last backup. However, you cannot restore 
the database to the point of failure or to a specific point in time. Consider using the Simple Recovery model for your 
development environment. This prevents extensive growth of log files and is easy to maintain. 

Full Recovery Model 

The Full Recovery model uses database backups and transaction log backups to provide complete protection against media 
failure. If one or more data files are damaged, media recovery can restore all committed transactions. In-process transactions 
are rolled back. Full Recovery provides the ability to recover the database to the point of failure or to a specific point in time. 
To guarantee this degree of recoverability, all operations, including bulk operations such as SELECT INTO, CREATE 
INDEX, and bulk loading data, are fully logged. Use the Full Recovery model for your production environment to enable point 
of time recovery. 
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Bulk-Logged Recovery Model 

The Bulk-Logged Recovery model provides protection against media failure combined with the best performance and minimal 
log space usage for certain large-scale or bulk copy operations. Operations such as SELECT INTO, CREATE INDEX, and 
bulk loading data are minimally logged, so the chance of  a data loss for these operations is greater than in the Full Recovery 
model. In addition, the Bulk-Logged Recovery model allows the database to be recovered only to the end of a transaction log 
backup when the log backup contains bulk changes. Point-in-time recovery is not supported. 

SQL SERVER CONFIGURATIONS 

Installation Considerations 

Please refer to the Peopletools Installation Guide for SQL Server for installation background and requirements. The 
installation guide for Peoplesoft 8.4 is PT84Install_MSS.PDF, and is available on Peoplesoft’s support website. 

Tuning Memory 

/3GB Switch 

32 bit operating systems (Windows 2003, Windows 2000, and Windows NT 4.0) by default can address only up to 4GB of 
virtual memory. The address space is usually split so that 2 GB of address space is directly accessible to the application, and 
the other 2 GB is accessible only to the Windows executive software. The 32-bit versions of the Windows 2000 Advanced 
Server and Windows NT Server 4.0, Enterprise Edition operating systems were the first versions of Windows to provide 
applications with a 3-GB flat virtual address space, with the kernel and executive components using only 1 GB.  

The virtual address space of processes and applications is still limited to 2 GB unless the /3GB switch is used in the Boot.ini 
file. The /3GB switch allocates 3 GB of virtual address space to SQL Server. 

Note. When the physical RAM in the system exceeds 16 GB and the /3GB switch is used, the operating system will ignore the 
additional RAM until the /3GB switch is removed. This is because of the increased size of the kernel required to support more 
Page Table Entries. The assumption is made that the administrator would rather not lose the /3GB functionality silently and 
automatically; therefore, the administrator must explicitly change this setting. 

Physical Address Extension  

PAE is an Intel-provided memory address extension that enables support of up to 64 GB of physical memory for applications 
running on most 32-bit (IA-32) Intel Pentium Pro and later platforms. Support for PAE is provided on Microsoft Windows 
2000, and later versions of the Advanced Server and Datacenter Server operating systems. 

PAE enables most processors to expand the number of bits that can be used to address physical memory from 32 bits to 36 bits 
through support in the host operating system for applications using the Address Windowing Extensions (AWE) application 
programming interface (API). 

AWE Memory 

SQL Server 2000 can use as much memory as Windows 2000 Advanced Server or Windows 2000 Datacenter Server allows. 
To use AWE memory, you must run the SQL Server 2000 database engine under a Windows 2000 account that has been 
assigned the Windows 2000 Lock Pages in Memory privilege.  

SQL Server Setup will automatically grant the MSSQLServer service account permission to use the Lock Pages in Memory 
option.  To enable the use of AWE memory by an instance of SQL Server 2000, enable the sp_configure option awe.  

© Copyright PeopleSoft Corporation 2004.  All rights reserved.    9   
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To enable AWE memory: 

1. Add the /3GB switch to boot.ini, if your Windows 2000 or Windows NT 4 server has more than 4GB of memory but less 
than 16GB of memory. 

2. Add the /PAE switch to boot.ini to enable Physical Address Extension. 

3. Use sp_configure to enable AWE. For example,  
sp_configure 'awe enabled', 1 

4. Install the configuration using ‘reconfigure with override.’ 

5. Set the maximum amount of memory SQL Server can use: 
sp_configure  'max server memory' 

6. Install the configuration using ‘reconfigure with override.’ 

7. Shut down and restart the server. 

Peoplesoft consumes relatively large amounts of lock memory, so many deployments will benefit from using a combination of 
/3GB and AWE memory. 

Note. Some services such as antivirus software have caused instability when used on systems that have /3GB enabled, and 
Data Center deployments are constrained to no more than 16GB if both /3GB and /PAE are enabled. 

Important sp_configure Parameters 

SQL Server is a self-tuning RDBMS.  SQL Server exposes a limited number of parameters using sp_configure. Most of these 
parameters are automatically configured — SQL Server configures them dynamically as required. But some of these 
parameters can be explicitly set for fine-tuning. 

Parameter Description 

Affinity mask  This parameter is used to limit SQL Server execution to only a certain set of 
processors defined by the bit mask. It’s useful for ‘reserving’ processors for 
other applications running on the database server. 

The default value is 0 – execute on all processors. 

• There’s no need to alter this setting if your server is a 
dedicated database server. 

Light weight pooling  This parameter controls fiber mode scheduling. It primarily helps large multi-
processor servers that are experiencing a high volume of context switching 
and high processor utilization. 

The default value is OFF. 

On heavy CPU bound environment, turning this parameter ON may help 
performance. 

Priority boost  This parameter boosts the priority at which SQL Server runs.  

The default value is OFF.  

Max degree of parallelism  This parameter limits the number of processors considered for parallel query 
execution plan to a specified value. 

The default value is 0 – all processors. This default setting may help some 
complex SQLs, but it can take away CPU cycles from other users during high 
online usage periods. 

© Copyright PeopleSoft Corporation 2001.  All rights reserved.   10 
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Parameter Description 

Set this parameter to 1 during peak OLTP periods. Increase the value of this 
parameter during periods of low OLTP and high batch, reporting, and query 
activity.  

Note. Index creation and recreation can take advantage of parallelism, 
so it is advisable to enable parallelism through this setting when 
planning to build or rebuild indexes. 

Our performance tests on some of the batch processes showed that 
parallelism could result in very good performance. If you do not want to toggle 
this value based on the type of load, before turning this off totally (by setting 
the value to 1), explore the option of using 2, which can help some complex 
batch jobs as well as online performance. 

Cost threshold for parallelism  

 

This parameter specifies the cost threshold in seconds that needs to be met 
before a query is eligible to be executed with parallel query execution plan. 

The default value is 5. 

Most of the PeopleSoft online SQLs are simple in nature and don’t require 
parallel query plan. Consider increasing the value to 60, so only true complex 
queries will be evaluated for parallel query execution plan. 

Awe Enabled Enable this parameter to take advantage of memory above 4GB. 

Min Server Memory (MB) This parameter specifies the minimum memory allocated to a SQL Server 
instance. 

Max Server Memory (MB) This parameter specifies he maximum memory allocated to that SQL Server 
instance. 

The default value is 2147483647 MB. 

Observe standard best practices for this setting. If you’re enabling AWE, 
remember that AWE memory is statically allocated and non-pageable; plan to 
leave at least 1GB for OS and other ancillary services on the database 
server. For example, if the database server has 16 GB, set Max Server 
Memory to 15 GB. Monitor the Memory: Available Bytes to determine if max 
server memory should be reduced or increased. 

 

HIGH AVAILABILITY 

You can achieve high availability of the database by clustering Microsoft SQL Server. SQL Server 2000 failover clustering is 
built on top of a Windows 2000 Advanced or Datacenter server cluster. A Windows 2000 server cluster provides high 
availability, scalability, and manageability for resources and applications by clustering as many as 8 Windows 2003 servers. 
This configuration maintains client access to applications and server resources during unplanned outages that are due to 
hardware failure, software failure, and so on. 

Here is an example of high availability environment, that was used during a high availability test of PeopleSoft: 
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During the testing, it was found that database failover took under a minute when the database was idle, and about 70 seconds 
when it was busy. 

Note. During this test the load was applied through Load Runner and just 3 transactions used.  In a real production 
environment with multiple transactions happening the failover may take more time. 

Check the following link for more details on clustering: 

http://www.microsoft.com/resources/documentation/sql/2000/all/reskit/en-us/part4/c1261.mspx 

NETWORK PROTOCOLS & PAGEFILE 

PAGEFILE.SYS 

The paging file (pagefile.sys) acts as virtual memory and stores pages forced out of or into physical memory. When paging 
becomes necessary, the bottleneck is the I/O performance of the disk containing the paging file. For better performance, the 
paging file can be distributed across different RAID arrays. But it should not be distributed to those arrays housing the data 
files or log files. Please note that SQL Server does not page. The paging file can be initially set to 1.5 times the size of physical 
memory and enlarged later if necessary. 

NETWORK PROTOCOLS 

Windows servers allow the use of multiple network protocols like NetBEUI, TCP/IP, AppleTalk, NWLink, Named Pipes, and 
so on. Multiple network protocols add overhead on the server and generate unnecessary network traffic. For best performance, 
install TCP/IP on the server and use SQL Server TCP/IP to communicate with clients. 

NAMED PIPES 

Install and use the additional Named Pipes network protocol only when you have the application server or Process Scheduler 
running on the same physical machine as the database engine. Install Named Pipes before installing TCP/IP. Ensure that SQL 
Server uses Named Pipes in addition to TCP/IP. For this to work, you must also configure native ODBC connections to use 
Named Pipes. 

© Copyright PeopleSoft Corporation 2001.  All rights reserved.   12 
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APPLICATION SETUP 

Dedicated Temporary Tables 

One of the ways to improve scalability and reduce the time taken for processing batch programs is to run multiple instances of 
the same program on subsets of the data in parallel. For example, instead of processing orders 1 to 1,000,000 in a single 
instance, run 5 concurrent instances of the same batch program for 200,000 orders each. When running more than one instance 
of the program concurrently, the most serious potential problem is resource contention. This could result in lock waits and 
deadlocks.  To reduce contention, PeopleSoft Application Engine provides dedicated temporary tables. These temporary tables 
are permanent with respect to the Application Engine program definition. Only the data residing in these tables are temporary. 
Temporary tables also improve performance when a subset of data from a huge table is referenced multiple times within the 
program. 

Following are the characteristics of temporary tables: 

• They’re used for storing intermediate data during the process. 

• They minimize contention when running in parallel. 

• Each process uses its own temporary table instance. 

It is important to allocate the correct number of dedicated temporary tables for your environment. If they are under-allocated, 
the total available instances of a particular temporary table is less than the total number of programs running at one time that 
use the temporary table. When this condition occurs, the program either uses the base temporary table and continues to run, or 
aborts with an error, depending upon whether the program property setting  “If non-shared Tables cannot be assigned” is set to 
Continue or Abort, repectively.  These options may both be bad. 

Following are the drawbacks if the program uses the base (non-shared) temporary table: 

• Multiple instances may read or write into the same table, causing contention. 

• Selecting becomes dependent on ProcessInstance as a leading qualifier. 

• DELETE is performed instead of TRUNCATE. Delete is far slower than truncate. 

There are some important reasons for PeopleSoft to choose regular tables as temporary tables instead of using SQL Server’s 
temporary tables (#tables): 

• A number of Application Engine programs are restartable. This means that if a program abends in the middle of the run, 
data stored in the temporary tables are preserved. This enables the program to restart from the last commit point.  This is 
not possible if it uses #tables instead as they won’t be available after the session terminates. 

• In SQL Server this regular form of temporary tables offers the same performance as the #tables when they are allocated 
correctly. 

Statement Compilation 

When a SQL statement is issued, SQL Server (technically SQL Manager) checks if the statement (an execution plan for the 
query) is already available in the SQL Server cache. If not, the query must be compiled fully. During the compilation phase 
SQL Server must check the statement syntactically and semantically, prepare a sequence tree, optimize based on statistics and 
other criteria, and generate an execution plan. This is referred to as a compile, which is expensive in terms of CPU usage.  

Compilation happens when SQL Server parses a query and cannot find an exact match for the query in the procedure cache. 
This occurs due to the inefficient sharing of SQL statements, and can be improved by using bind variables (parameters) instead 
of literals in queries. The number of hard parses can be identified with an Application Engine trace (128). 
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Use of Bind Variables 

The number of compiles can be reduced to one per multiple executions of the same SQL statement by constructing the 
statement with bind variables instead of literals. 

Most of the PeopleSoft programs written in Application Engine, SQR, and COBOL have taken care to address this issue. 

Application Engine - Reuse Flag 

Application Engine programs use bind variables in their SQL statements, but these variables are PeopleSoft specific. When a 
statement is passed to the database, Peoplesoft Application Engine sends the statement with literal values. The only way to tell 
the Application Engine program to send the bind variables is by activating the ReUse flag in the Application Engine step 
containing the statement that needs to use the bind variable. 

Example — Statement in PC_PRICING.BL6100.10000001: 
UPDATE PS_PC_RATE_RUN_TAO  
SET RESOURCE_ID = %Sql(PC_COM_LIT_CHAR,%NEXT(LAST_RESOURCE_ID),1,20,20)  
WHERE PROCESS_INSTANCE = %ProcessInstance  
AND BUSINESS_UNIT = %Bind(BUSINESS_UNIT)  
AND PROJECT_ID = %Bind(PROJECT_ID)  
AND ACTIVITY_ID = %Bind(ACTIVITY_ID)  
AND RESOURCE_ID = %Bind(RESOURCE_ID)  
AND LINE_NO = %Bind(LINE_NO) 

Statement Without ReUse 

 

AE Trace: 
-- 16.46.00 ......(PC_PRICING.BL6100.10000001) (SQL) 
UPDATE PS_PC_RATE_RUN_TAO SET RESOURCE_ID = 10000498 WHERE PROCESS_INSTANCE = 
419 AND BUSINESS_UNIT = 'US004' AND PROJECT_ID = 'PRICINGA1' AND ACTIVITY_ID 
= 'ACTIVITYA1' AND RESOURCE_ID = 'VUS004VA10114050' AND LINE_NO = 1 
/ 

-- Row(s) affected: 1 

                               C o m p i l e    E x e c u t e    F e t c h        Total 

SQL Statement                  Count   Time     Count   Time     Count   Time     Time 

BL6100.10000001.S              252      0.6     252      1.5       0      0.0      2.1 
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Statement with ReUse 

 

AE Trace: 
-- 16.57.57 ......(PC_PRICING.BL6100.10000001) (SQL) 
UPDATE PS_PC_RATE_RUN_TAO SET RESOURCE_ID = :1 WHERE PROCESS_INSTANCE = 420 
AND BUSINESS_UNIT = :2 AND PROJECT_ID = :3 AND ACTIVITY_ID = :4 AND 
RESOURCE_ID = :5 AND LINE_NO = :6 
/ 
-- Bind variables: 
--   1) 10000751 
--   2) US004 
--   3) PRICINGA1 
--   4) ACTIVITYA1 
--   5) VUS004VA10114050 
--   6) 1 

-- Row(s) affected: 1 
                C o m p i l e    E x e c u t e    F e t c h        Total 

SQL Statement   Count   Time     Count   Time     Count   Time     Time 

BL6100.10000001.S      1      0.0     252      0.4       0      0.0      0.4 

Restrictions on Enabling the ReUse Setting 

• It is acceptable to enable Reuse if %Bind is used to supply a value to a column in a WHERE predicate, SET clause, or 
INSERT VALUES list. 

For example: 

UPDATE PS_PF_DL_GRP_EXEC  

SET  PF_ODS_STATUS = 'C',  

PROCESS_INSTANCE = %Bind(PROCESS_INSTANCE)  

WHERE  PF_DL_GRP_ID = %Bind(PF_DL_GRP_ID)  

AND  PF_DL_ROW_NUM = %Bind(PF_DL_ROW_NUM) 

• Do not  enable Reuse if %Bind is used to supply a column name or portion of a table name. 

For example: 

SELECT DISTINCT KPI_ID  

, CALC_ID  
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, ' '  

,0  

,0  

,KP_CALC_SW  

,KP_OFFCYCLE_CALC  

FROM  PS_%Bind(KP_CALC_AET.KP_KPI_LST1,NOQUOTES) 

%Bind(EPM_CORE_AET.FACT_TABLE_APPEND ,NOQUOTES)  

WHERE LOOP_CNT = %Bind(KP_CALC_AET.LOOP_CNT)  

AND   LOOP_PROGRESSION='B' 

• Do not enable Reuse if %Bind appears in the SELECT list. 

For example: 

SELECT DISTINCT  

  %Bind(EPM_CORE_AET.PROCESS_INSTANCE)  

, %Bind(EPM_CORE_AET.ENGINE_ID)  

, %CurrentDateTimeIn  

, 10623  

, 31  

, 'GL_ACCOUNT'  

, ' '  

, ' '  

, ' '  

, ' '  

, A.MAP_GL_ACCOUNT  

, ' '  

, ' '  

, ' '  

, ' '  

, 'LEDMAP_SEQ'  

FROM ………… 

• Do not enable Reuse if %Bind is being used to resolve to a value other than a standard Bind value and thecontents of the 
Bind will change each time the statement executes. 

For example: 

%Bind(GC_EQTZ_AET.GC_SQL_STRING,NOQUOTES) 
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In this case the SQL is different each time (at least from the database perspective) and therefore can't be "reused."  

• If NOQUOTES modifier is being used inside %Bind, there is an implied STATIC. For dynamic SQL substitution, the 
%Bind has a CHAR field and NOQUOTES to insert SQL rather than a literal value. If you enable Reuse, the value of the 
CHAR field is substituted inline, instead of using a Bind marker (as in :1, :2, and so on). The next time the same 
Application Engine action executes, the SQL that it executes will be the same as before, even if the value of a static bind 
has changed. 

For example: 

INSERT INTO PS_PF_ENGMSGD_S 

%Bind(EPM_CORE_AET.TABLE_APPEND,NOQUOTES)  

(PROCESS_INSTANCE  

, ENGINE_ID  

, MESSAGE_DTTM  

, MESSAGE_SET_NBR  

, MESSAGE_NBR  

, FIELDNAME1  

, FIELDNAME2  

, FIELDNAME3  

, FIELDNAME4  

, FIELDNAME5  

, FIELDVAL1  

, FIELDVAL2  

, FIELDVAL3  

, FIELDVAL4  

, FIELDVAL5  

, SOURCE_TABLE)  

…………… 

• Use the %ClearCursor function to recompile a reused statement and reset any STATIC %Bind variables. Refer to the 
PeopleSoft Application Engine PeopleBook for usage. 

Application Engine – Bulk Insert Flag 

By buffering rows to be inserted, specifying a ReUse Statement value of Bulk Insert can provide considerable performance 
boost. PeopleSoft Application Engine offers this non-standard SQL enhancement for Microsoft SQL Server. This feature helps 
performance only when an Insert SQL statement is called multiple times in the absence of intervening Commit statements.  

PeopleSoft Application Engine ignores the Bulk Insert setting in the following situations: 

• The SQL is not an Insert statement. 

• The SQL is other than an Insert/Values statement that inserts one row at a time.  
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For example, the following statements are ignored: Insert/Select, Update, and Delete.  

• The SQL does not have a Values clause.  

• The SQL does not have a field list before the Values clause.  

In these situations, PeopleSoft Application Engine still executes the SQL; it just doesn’t take advantage of the performance 
boost associated with bulk insert. 

Statistics at Runtime for Temporary Tables 

Peoplesoft uses shared temporary tables or dedicated temporary tables in the batch processes. These temporary tables will have 
few or no rows in the beginning of the process and again few or no rows at the end of the process. Temporary tables are 
populated during the process, and are deleted or truncated at the beginning or end of the process. Because data in these tables 
changes so radically, accurate statistics on these tables may help the SQL statements significantly. 

Beginning with PeopleSoft 8, if the process is written in PeopleSoft Application Engine, then  %UpdateStats meta-SQL can be 
used in the program after the rows are populated. This ensures that the statistics are updated before the selection happens from 
that table. 

Note. Commit is required prior to executing this statement. Make sure to commit immediately following the previous step. If 
you don’t do so, this statement will be skipped by PeopleSoft Application Engine and will not be executed. 

For example: 

Suppose you have the following meta-SQL command in a SQL Step of an Application Engine program: 
%UpdateStats(INTFC_BI_HTMP) 

This meta-SQL issues the following  command to the database at runtime: 
UPDATE STATISTICS PS_INTFC_BI_HTMP 

Make sure the temporary table statistics have been handled as shown above. If you find that statistics created by AUTO 
UPDATESTATS is sufficient, you can turn off %UpdateStats in  the program. 

Turning off Update Statistics 

Update Statistics (%UpdateStats) can be turned off in two ways. 

• Program level: Identify the steps that issue %UpdateStats and deactivate them. These steps can be identified by the 
Application Engine trace (for example by setting the trace flag TraceAE=3). This is a program-specific setting. 

• Installation level: If there is a compelling reason to turn off update statistics for all batch programs, then the installation 
level setting can be applied to turn off %UpdateStats. The following parameter should be set in the Process Scheduler 
configuration file psprcs.cfg to achieve this: 
;------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
; DbFlags Bitfield 
; 
; Bit       Flag 
; ---       ---- 
; 1         - Ignore metaSQL to update database statistics(shared with COBOL) 
DbFlags=1 

Note. This can adversely affect performance. 
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BATCH SERVER PLACEMENT 

PeopleSoft Process Scheduler executes Peoplesoft batch processes. PeopleSoft Process Scheduler (Batch Server) can be 
configured on the batch server (either on the same machine as the application server or on a separate machine) or on the 
database server. 

There are three potential locations for the batch server: 

• Database server. In this scenario, PeopleSoft Process Scheduler runs directly on the database server. The drawback with 
this configuration is that it consumes resources that could otherwise be dedicated to SQL Server. 

• Application servers. PeopleSoft Process Scheduler can be collocated with the Tuxedo instances on one or more of the 
application servers. This is also not an ideal configuration; the application servers are memory intensive processes and it is 
best to dedicate the application server machines to that purpose only. 

• Dedicated batch scheduler. This is the preferred configuration. One or more dedicated machines assigned to run the 
process scheduler service provides the best overall scalability for batch processing and the isolation needed to effectively 
tune the various tiers of the Peoplesoft infrastructure. 

Note. Resources like Memory and CPU on the database server are probably the most expensive resources. It is ideal to let the 
database have all the resources. If the process scheduler is installed on a separate batch server and not on the database server, 
use a high bandwidth connection like 1Gbps between the batch server and database server.  If a particular batch process uses 
extensive row by row processing, having the process scheduler on the database server may offer higher performance. 

DATABASE MAINTENANCE 

MANAGING INDEXES 

SQL Server maintains indexes automatically. However, indexes can become fragmented over time. The fragmentation can be 
of two types, internal and external.   

Internal fragmentation occurs when large amounts of data are deleted and pages are less full. A certain amount of free space on 
index pages is a good thing as it allows room for future inserts into these pages without having to split a page. 

When the next logical page of an index is not the next physical page, it is called external fragmentation. This is bad when SQL 
Server is doing an ordered scan of all or part of a table or an index. The access by a range of values is no longer sequential, 
limiting the ability of the storage engine to issue large I/O requests. 

DETECTING FRAGMENTATION 

Use the DBCC SHOWCONTIG command to report on fragmentation of an index. When executing this command, SQL Server 
traverses the index pages at the leaf level to determine whether a table or a specified index is heavily fragmented. The DBCC 
SHOWCONTIG statement also determines whether the data and index pages are full. 

Syntax: 

DBCC SHOWCONTIG 
[({table_name | table_id | view_name | view_id } 
[, index_name | index_id ] )] 
[ WITH 
{ ALL_INDEXES | FAST 
[, ALL_INDEXES ] | TABLERESULTS 
[, { ALL_INDEXES } ]  
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[, { FAST | ALL_LEVELS } ]  
            } 
] 

The resulting output report describes the amount of fragmentation as follows: 
Statistic Description 

Scan Density [Best Count:Actual Count] The Scan Density value is100% if everything is contiguous; if it is less 
than 100%, some fragmentation exists. Best Count is the ideal number of 
extent changes that would be present if everything were contiguously 
linked. Actual Count is the actual number of extent changes. 

Logical Scan Fragmentation Percentage of out-of-order pages returned from scanning the leaf pages 
of an index. This number is not relevant to heaps and text indexes. An 
out-of-order page is one for which the next page indicated in an Index 
Allocation Map (IAM) is a different page than the page pointed to by the 
next-page pointer in the leaf page. If this number is greater than 50%, it 
means that the data/index is highly fragmented, and removing the 
fragmentation could help improve performance. 

Extent Scan Fragmentation Percentage of out-of-order extents in scanning the leaf pages of an index. 
This number is not relevant to heaps. An out-of-order extent is one for 
which the extent containing the current page for an index is not the next 
physical extent—after the extent containing the previous page for an 
index. If this number is greater than 50%, it means that the data/index is 
highly fragmented, and removing the fragmentation could help improve 
performance. 

Avg. Page Density (full) Average page density (as a percentage). This value takes into account 
row size, so it is a more accurate indication of how full your pages are. 
The higher the percentage, the better. 

Here is an example of DBCC SHOWCONTIG for the PS_BO_CM_USE table in the PeopleSoft CRM table in an internal 
performance tuning database: 

DBCC SHOWCONTIG (PS_BO_CM_USE) 

 

Fragmentation can be removed using the DBCC INDEXDEFRAG command, DBCC REINDEX, or by using CREATE 
INDEX with the DROP EXISTING option. 
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DBCC INDEXDEFRAG 

The DBCC INDEXDEFRAG statement can defragment the leaf level of clustered and nonclustered indexes on tables and 
views. Defragmenting arranges the pages so that the physical order of the pages matches the left-to-right logical order of the 
leaf nodes. This rearrangement improves index-scanning performance. 

DBCC INDEXDEFRAG can help reduce fragmentation that is reported under Logical Scan Fragmentation in the DBCC 
SHOWCONTIG report. 

DBCC INDEXDEFRAG is an online operation – it does not hold locks for an extended time, and does not block running 
queries or updates. Defragmentation is always fully logged, regardless of the database recovery model setting. 

CREATE INDEX – DROP_EXISTING Option 

Use the DROP_EXISTING option to change the characteristics of an index or to rebuild indexes without having to drop the 
index and recreate it. The benefit of using the DROP_EXISTING option is that you can modify indexes created with 
PRIMARY KEY or UNIQUE constraints. This option: 

• Removes ALL fragmentations. 

• Reestablishes FILLFACTOR/PAD_INDEX. 

• Recalculate index statistics. 

Following is an example of CREATE INDEX – DROP_EXISTING for a table in PeopleSoft CRM in an internal performance tuning database - 
PS_BO_CM_USE, which was fragmented: 
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Program to Defragment 

There is a useful program available in SQL Server ‘Books Online’, which can find all the indexes that are fragmented above a 
specified maximum limit and defragment them. This can be found under DBCC SHOWCONTIG in SQL Server Books 
Online. Set @maxfrag accordingly before running this program. 

STATISTICS 

Statistics are details about the uniqueness (or density) of the data values, including a histogram consisting of an even sampling 
of the values for the index key (or the first column of the key for a composite index) based on the current data. It also includes 
the number of pages in the table or index. SQL Server uses a cost based optimizer, which means that if the statistics are not 
relatively current, it’s misleading to the optimizer and can result in poor execution plans. 

Auto Create Statistics and Auto Update Statistics 

To ensure reasonably accurate statistics, SQL Server automatically updates statistics when the query optimizer determines that 
they are out of date. Autostats will automatically update the statistics for a table when a “change threshold” has been reached. 
The sysindexes.rowmodctr column maintains a running total of all relevant modifications to a table.  This counter is updated 
each time any of the following events occurs: 

• A row is inserted into the table. 

• A row is deleted from the table. 

• An indexed column is updated. 

Every database is created with the database options auto create statistics and auto update statistics set to true.  Peoplesoft 
recommends leaving these options set unless there is a compelling reason to turn them off. 

Turning off Auto Update Statistics at Table Level 

If you don’t want automatic update statistics to happen during the normal operational hours for some specific table, you can 
turn them off at the table/index level.  You then take the responsibility of maintaining their statistics by explicitly updating 
statistics.  Auto Update statistics can be turned off using one of the following methods: 

Method 1 
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Use the sp_autostats procedure to select or clear a flag for a table to indicate that statistics should or should not be updated 
automatically. For example:  

To turn off auto update statistics for all the indexes on the table PS_BO: 
sp_autostats  PS_BO, 'OFF' 

To turn off auto update statistics for a specific index on the table PS_BO: 

sp_autostats  PS_BO, 'OFF', PSABO 

Method 2 

Use UPDATE STATISTICS with the ‘WITH NORECOMPUTE’ option. This indicates that statistics should not be 
automatically recomputed in the future. Running UPDATE STATISTICS again without the ‘WITH NORECOMPUTE’ option 
enables automatic updates again. For example: 

UPDATE STATISTICS PS_BO WITH NORECOMPUTE 

Note. Setting the database option auto update statistics to FALSE overrides any individual table settings. 

User Created Statistics 

If a particular column in a table is not a leading column (the first column) in any of the indexes of that table, histograms will 
not be available on that column by default. If the auto create statistics option is ON for the database or table, SQL Server may 
create statistics and histogram for that column as needed. Users can also explicitly create statistics on a table column. This 
creates a histogram on the first supplied column and associated density groups (collections) over the supplied column or set of 
columns. For example: 

CREATE STATISTICS BO_FIRST_NAME ON PS_BO_NAME (FIRST_NAME) 

Update Statistics 

Statistics can be manually updated any time using the update statistics command. This updates information about the distribution of key 
values for one or more statistics groups (collections) in the specified table.  

The following example updates statistics for all the indexes on PS_BO table, using a default sampling: 
UPDATE STATISTICS PS_BO 

Usually default sampling is good enough. However, there were few occasions during our tuning and benchmarking of a 
PeopleSoft application that the SQL Server optimizer failed to produce the best execution plan for some SQL statements. We 
found updating statistics with FULLSCAN improved the situation. 

The following example updates statistics for all the indexes on PS_BO table, using a specific sampling: 
UPDATE STATISTICS PS_BO WITH SAMPLE 40 PERCENT 

The following example updates statistics for all the indexes on PS_BO table, using all the rows: 
UPDATE STATISTICS PS_BO WITH FULLSCAN 

Note. Use update statistics with FULLSCAN as an exceptional situation, if you believe optimizer is not picking up the best 
execution based on the existing statistics. 

Statistics can also be updated on all user-defined tables in the current database, using sp_updatestats. This may take a very 
long time to complete. For example: 
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USE CRM88 
EXEC sp_updatestats 

Viewing Statistics 

The DBCC command SHOW_STATISTICS reports the distribution statistics for a specified indexed or non-indexed column. 
The report contains the following useful information: 

• Date and time that statistics were collected. 

• Number of rows in the table. 

• The rows sampled. 

• Number of steps in the histogram. 

• Density for non-frequent column values. 

• Average key length. 

• All density. 

• Distribution histogram. 

Following is an example of the DBCC SHOW_STATISTICS command and its output: 
DBCC SHOW_STATISTICS (PS_BO_CM, PS_BO_CM) 

 

 

MANAGING LOCKS 

SQL Server uses locking as its method of achieving data consistency (atomicity). SQL Server locks are applied at various 
levels of granularity in the database. Locks can be acquired on rows, pages, keys, ranges of keys, indexes, tables, or databases. 
SQL Server dynamically determines the appropriate level at which to place locks for each Transact-SQL statement. SQL 
Server uses dynamic locking  — meaning that little or no configuration is needed in order for SQL Server to achieve isolation 
and concurrency. 

There are two aspects of SQL Server locking that particularly affect performance: Lock granularity and lock escalations. 
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Lock Granularity  

SQL Server supports the following basic locking grains (levels): 

• Table  

• Page  

• Key  

• Key Range  

• Row (or RID) 

These locking grains represent the initial locking grain as determined by SQL Server’s dynamic locking mechanism. When the 
lock grain is higher (table or page), it reduces the amount of CPU and memory resources spent on maintaining the locks. 
However, it reduces concurrency. When lock grain is lower (key or row), the reverse is true.  

The system stored procedure sp_indexoption can be used to customize the initial lock grain for an index or an entire table, 
including indexes. The sp_indexoption procedure will allow (or disallow) row or page locks on the specified object.  

Note. Row locks on non-clustered indexes refer to the key or row locator entries in the index’s leaf pages. 

By disallowing page locks using sp_indexoption, you increase concurrency, and can reduce deadlocks. For example: 
sp_indexoption 'PS_BO.PS_BO','disallowpagelocks', TRUE 

If an index (or table) is dropped and recreated, sp_indexoption will need to be re-executed to reestablish the customized 
locking for the table or index.   

Lock Escalations 

Lock escalation is used as a primary technique to lower the number of locks taken by a transaction, and to manage the total 
amount of memory used for locks in control. SQL Server automatically escalates row, key, and page locks to coarser table 
locks as appropriate. Lock escalation converts many individual rows or page locks to table locks. 

Frequently Asked Questions About Lock Escalation 

• When does SQL Server perform Lock Escalation? 

In simple terms, when the lock count for one transaction exceeds 5000, or the lock count for one index or table exceeds 765, 
the lock manager determines how much memory is allocated for locks. If more than 40% of the memory pool is used for locks,  
SQL Server attempts to escalate multiple page, key, or RID locks to table locks. SQL Server tries to find a table that is partially 
locked by the transaction, and holds the largest number of locks for which no escalation has already been performed and is 
capable of escalation. If any other process holds a contradictory lock on any rows, pages, or keys on the table, lock escalation 
cannot be done on that table. 

• Are row level locks escalated to page locks, and page locks to table locks? 

Lock escalation never converts row locks to page locks, but always to table locks.  

• Is lock escalation the main culprit for the deadlocks on my system? 

Though lock escalation may result in deadlocks, they are not the only cause of deadlocks. Often deadlocks happen 
because of the application and the nature of the usage even without any lock escalation. 

• Do lock escalation attempts always succeed? 
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No. When the threshold is reached (lock memory > 40% of SQL Server memory), SQL Server attempts to escalate locks 
to control the amount of memory used for locks. It identifies a table within the transaction that holds the maximum amount 
of locks as a good candidate for lock escalation. However, if it finds any incompatible locks held on the table, it skips that 
table. 

• Is a lock escalation blocked because the table holds an incompatible lock? 

No. If the table lock requested cannot be granted, escalation is not blocked; the transaction continues and escalation will 
be requested when the next multiple of 1250 locks have been acquired by the transaction. 

• How do I prevent lock escalation? 

 Use profiler and monitor lock escalations to find out how frequently lock escalation occurs and on what 
tables. 

 Ensure that SQL Server has sufficient memory. Use SQL Server performance counters to monitor Total 
Server Memory and Lock Memory. 

 See if the transaction provides a way to control the commit frequency. If yes, increase the commit 
frequency. A good example is Global Payroll – PAYCALC. 

 Disable lock escalation with one of the following two methods: 

Method 1 

Use this undocumented MS SQL Server command: 
DBCC TRACEON (1211) 

This disables lock escalation on the entire database instance. Although this eliminates lock escalations, it also defeats 
the purpose of lock escalations and is why Microsoft kept this undocumented. When this is enabled, your system can 
potentially allocate its whole memory for the locks, which affects performance of every user. 

Note. Do not try the above setting in your production environment. 

Method 2 

With this method you can disable lock escalation for a specific table.  

Warning! Only experienced DBAs should use this method, with caution. 

From the Profiler you know lock escalation mostly happens on one table and you want to eliminate the lock escalation 
on that table, for example PS_BO_CM. 

1. Open SQL Query Analyzer, connect to the database as dbowner. 

2. Start a transaction by typing: 
begin tran 
SELECT * FROM PS_BO_CM WITH (UPDLOCK HOLDLOCK) WHERE 1 =2 

This selects 0 records because the condition 1 =2 is always false. However, because we used the hint WITH 
(HOLDLOCK), it places an Intent Shared Lock(IS) on the table.  This will prevent any SQLs from taking an 
X- Table lock on this table, including the escalation. 

3. At the end of the period or the day, you can simply come back to this SQL Window and enter the following 
to release your intentional IS share lock on the table: 

commit tran 
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Note. This approach is useful if you want to ensure no lock escalation on a particular table. 

Deadlocks 

A deadlock occurs when two processes are waiting for a resource and neither process can advance because the other process 
prevents it from getting the resource. 

Having the following information is a starting point to resolve a deadlock: 

• Processes that caused the deadlock. 

• Deadlock trace. 

• SQLs that caused the deadlock. 

• SQLs within the transaction, where the deadlock happened. 

• Explain plan on each SQL that resulted in a deadlock. 

Deadlock can be monitored in one of two ways: Using trace flag 1204 or using SQL profiler. 

Using Trace Flag 1204 

SQL Server can be started with the trace flag 1204 on. 

Open Enterprise Manager, right click on your server instance, and select Properties. In the General tab, click Startup 
Parameters. Add the following line: 

-T1204 -T3605 

The output of the deadlock trace will be logged into SQL Server Errorlog specified by the -e parameter in the Startup 
Parameters. The 3605 flag causes the output to go to the error log rather than the screen. This is set as the default in SQL 
Server 2000-SP3.   

Alternatively, deadlock tracing can be enabled with the  following command: 
DBCC TRACEON (1204,3605,-1) 

Here is sample output from DBCC TRACEON: 
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This shows the following information. 

• The object involved in the deadlock. In this example it is 10:2045302396:2, where 10 is the database ID, 2045302396 is 
the object ID and the final 2 is the index ID. 

Entering 
SELECT DB_NAME(captured_database_id)  

gives you the name of the database where the deadlock occurred. From the deadlocked database, entering  
SELECT OBJECT_NAME(captured_object_id) 

shows the table involved. Entering  
SELECT NAME FROM sysindexes WHERE id = captured_object_id AND indid = 
captured_index_id 

shows the index involved. 

• The statement type shows what kind of statement it is (for example, INSERT or UPDATE). 

• ‘Input buf:’ (input buffer) shows the actual statement. However, in a PeopleSoft environment you see either sp_prepexec 
or sp_cursorexec. This is not very useful in identifying the SQL. 

Using SQL Profiler 

A better alternate is to enable SQL PROFILER. The list of events and data columns required are specified in the 
Troubleshooting section of this document. 

Here is a sample output captured by the profiler: 
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To use this profiler output to find the cause of a deadlock: 

1. Save the output into a trace table. This can be done with  File, SaveAs, Trace Table. 

2. Use the following SQL to find the list of ‘Deadlock Chain’ events. 
SELECT * FROM DLTRACE1 WHERE EventClass =59 

Here DLTRACE1 is my trace table and EventClass 59 is for deadlocks. From the output you can find out what SPID is 
involved in the deadlock and note down the row number for this DeadlockChain event. 

3. Substitute the values in the following query and you will get all the SQLs used by that processes as part of the deadlocked 
transaction 
DECLARE @LastCommitPoint int, @DLSpid int, @DLChainRowNumber int 
 
/* Set the Deadlock SPID and the Deadlock Chain's rownumber */ 
SET @DLSpid = 134 
SET @DLChainRowNumber = 159501 
 
SELECT @LastCommitPoint = max(RowNumber) FROM DLTRACE1  
WHERE SPID = @DLSpid  
AND RowNumber < @DLChainRowNumber   
AND EventClass = 41 -- SQL:StmtCompleted 
AND TextData like 'COMMIT TRAN%' 
 
SELECT * FROM DLTRACE1  
WHERE SPID = @DLSpid  
AND RowNumber < @DLChainRowNumber  
AND RowNumber > @LastCommitPoint  

AND EventClass = 45 -- SP:StmtCompleted 
4. Repeat the same for the other Deadlock Chains. These SQLs will present a clear picture of how the deadlock happened. 

5. Here are the EventClass that are relevant to PeopleSoft environment and their corresponding Ids. 
/* 
RPC:Completed - 10 
Show Plan Text -96 
Execution Plan - 68 
RPC:Starting  - 11 
Lock:Escalation - 60 
Lock:Deadlock - 25 
Lock:Deadlock Chain - 59 
SP:StmtStarting - 44 
SP:StmtCompleted - 45 
SQL:StmtStarting - 40   
SQL:StmtCompleted - 41  (COMMIT TRAN) 

*/ 
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This document’s appendix includes an example of a procedure that automates the process. You can use this procedure as a 
model and modify it for your purposes. 

Resolving a deadlock 

Following points can be used in resolving a deadlock 

• Check if the table contains recent statistics. 

• Use INDEXPROPERTY to check if pagelocks are disallowed on a table. 

For example: 
SELECT INDEXPROPERTY(OBJECT_ID('PS_BO'), 'PS0BO', 'IsPageLockDisallowed') 

A return value of 0 means pagelocks are allowed; a value of 1means pagelocks are disallowed. 

You can use ‘sp_indexoption’ to disallow pagelocks. For example: 

EXEC sp_indexoption 'PS_BO.PS0BO','disallowpagelocks',TRUE 

• Create any additional indexes that could help. Check the execution plans of the SQL statements that caused the deadlock 
and see if they do an index scan. If yes, see if creating an additional index changes the access path for the SQL from index 
scan to index seek. 

For example, examine the following SQL: 
SELECT DISTINCT EOEW_MAP_OBJ  
FROM PS_EOEW_RUN_PROC 
WHERE RUN_CNTL_ID LIKE :1 %CONCAT ‘.%’ 

The SQL does a clustered index scan because the leading key of the existing index is OPRID, but the SQL doesn’t use 
OPRID as part of the WHERE clause. 

The solution is to add another index with RUN_CNTL_ID as a leading key: 
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Note. PeopleSoft applications are delivered with the necessary indexes that are required for an application and its 
performance for typical usage. It is not delivered with all the possible indexes because an index creates unnecessary 
overhead (on INSERT, UPDATE, and DELETE) if it is not useful for an implementation. Your implementation (data and 
business processes) may warrant some additional indexes. 

• Adding an index cover for a nonclustered index to cover the query could help. In the previous example, the SQL would 
use the new index first, but to get the EOEW_MAP_OBJ it has to go to the table. It would use the available clustered 
index to perform this task.  If EOEW_MAP_OBJ is also added to the new nonclustered index, the query becomes a 
covered query. In other words, SQL Server could build the result set entirely by reading the index. If the column you are 
trying to add to a nonclustered index is part of clustered index, there’s no need to add that column to the nonclustered 
index for the purpose of index cover.  

• Pay attention to lock escalations. 

TROUBLESHOOTING 

PEOPLESOFT ARCHITECTURE 

PeopleSoft Internet architecture is a 4-tier architecture. For the best performance, every tier should work well.  Please refer to 
other Red Papers for tuning the application server and web server. 

Jolt/Tux 
HTTP/ 
HTTPS 

Browser Web 
Server SQL/ 

ODBC DB Server

App 
Server 

NARROWING DOWN THE CAUSE OF A PERFORMANCE ISSUE 

It is important first to identify the problem area before starting to fine tune a SQL statement or a database parameter.  Because 
PeopleSoft is a 4-tier architecture, it is important to find out which tier is causing a performance issue. 

Using System Monitor 

If your web and application servers are using the Windows operating system, you can use the Windows Perfmon performance 
monitor to monitor system usage. Windows 2000 System Monitor provides not only Windows 2000 counters but also SQL 
Server counters. These counters monitor system characteristics, such as the present CPU utilization and the SQL Server buffer 
hit ratio, which help you determine the health of your system. 

Following are some tips for using Performance Monitor: 

• Run Performance Monitor on the server which is least busy or run it on a different machine. 

• Include counters for all the servers in one place.  This can be done by selecting the server you want to monitor (for 
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example: \\SS-APP1), selecting the object that you want to monitor (for example: processor), then selecting the 
corresponding counter and the instance (for example: %Processor Time, Total). 

• The default update frequency is 1 second. This may be too frequent for some ounters like Processor or Memory. You can 
set this to a higher value, such as 30 seconds, without losing any valuable information. You can change the value by right 
clicking on the counter and selecting Properties. 

• There are other counters like PhysicalDisk that you may need to monitor more frequently, such as every 3 seconds or so, 
to capture the peaks as they occur. 

• If you are planning to run the monitor for a long period of time, create Counter Logs and save them to a file. 

• Performance Monitor enables you to capture system as well as SQL Server specific information. 

Following  are some of the useful Performance Monitor counters. 

CPU Counters 

Performance Object Counter Description 

Processor % Privileged Time % Privileged Time is the percentage of non-idle processor time spent in 
privileged mode. (Privileged mode is a processing mode designed for 
operating system components and hardware-manipulating drivers. It 
allows direct access to hardware and all memory.) % Privileged Time 
includes time servicing interrupts and DPCs. A high rate of privileged 
time might be attributable to a large number of interrupts generated by 
a failing device. This counter displays the average busy time as a 
percentage of the sample time. 

Processor % User Time % User Time is the percentage of non-idle processor time spent in user 
mode. (User mode is a restricted processing mode designed for 
applications, environment subsystems, and integral subsystems.) This 
counter displays the average busy time as a percentage of the sample 
time. 

Memory Counters 

Performance Object Counter Description 

Memory Available Mbytes Available MBytes is the amount of physical memory available 
to processes running on the computer, in megabytes (bytes / 
1,048,576). 

Memory Committed Bytes Committed Bytes is the amount of committed virtual memory, 
in bytes. (Committed memory is physical memory for which 
space has been reserved on the disk paging file in case it needs 
to be written back to disk). This counter displays the last 
observed value only; it is not an average. 

Memory Page Faults/Sec Page Faults/sec is the overall rate that faulted pages are handled 
by the processor. It is measured in numbers of pages faulted per 
second. A page fault occurs when a process requires code or 
data that is not in its working set (its space in physical memory).  
This counter includes both hard faults (those that require disk 
access) and soft faults (where the faulted page is found 
elsewhere in physical memory). Most processors can handle 
large numbers of soft faults without consequence. However, 
hard faults can cause significant delays. This counter displays 
the difference between the values observed in the last two 
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Performance Object Counter Description 
samples, divided by the duration of the sample interval. 

Physical Disk Counters 

Performance Object Counter Description 

Physical Disk Avg Disk Queue 
Length 

Avg. Disk Queue Length is the average number of both read 
and writes requests that were queued for the selected disk 
during the sample interval. This value should be <= 2 for each 
disk. 

Physical Disk % Disk Time This counter measures how busy a physical array is (not logical 
partitions or individual disks in an array); it is a good indicator 
of the I/O for each array on your server. 

Physical Disk Avg Disk Sec/Read Avg. Disk sec/Read is the average time in seconds of a read of 
data from the disk. This value should be between 1 and 15 
milliseconds. On a well performing system, it should be less 
than 11 milliseconds. 

Physical Disk Avg Disk Sec/Write Avg. Disk Sec/Write is the average time in seconds of a write of 
data to the disk. This value should be between 1 and 11 
milliseconds at all times. 

Network Counters 

Performance Object Counter Explanation/Remarks 

Network Interface 

 

Bytes Total/sec Bytes Total/sec is the rate that bytes are sent and received on the 
interface, including framing characters. 

Network Interface 

 

Bytes Sent/sec Bytes Sent/sec is the rate that bytes are sent on the interface, including 
framing characters. 

Network Interface 

 

Bytes Received/sec Bytes Received/sec is the rate that bytes are received on the interface, 
including framing characters. 

SQL Server Counters 

Performance Object Counter Explanation/Remarks 

SQL Server: Buffer 
Manager 

Buffer Cache Hit Ratio Percentage of pages that were found in memory, thus not requiring a 
physical I/O operation. This is your indicator of how well the SQL 
Server buffer cache is performing. Higher the better. 

SQL Server: Buffer 
Manager 

Page Life Expectancy Estimated number of seconds a page will stay in the buffer pool before 
it is written out (if not referenced).  Low values may be a sign of an 
insufficient memory condition. 

SQL Server: Databases Active Transactions Number of active transactions in the database 

SQL Server: Databases Transactions/Sec Number of transactions per second for this database. This counter 
shows you how much activity is occurring in your system. The higher 
the value, the more activity is occurring 

SQL Server: Memory 
Manager 

Lock Memory (KB) Total amount of memory, in kilobytes, that is allocated to locks 
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Performance Object Counter Explanation/Remarks 

SQL Server: Memory 
Manager 

Total Server Memory 
(KB) 

Total amount of dynamic memory, in kilobytes, that the server is 
currently consuming. SQL Server dynamically allocates and 
deallocates memory based on how much memory is available in the 
system. This counter offers you a view of the memory that is currently 
being used 

SQL Server: Access 
Methods 

Full Scans/sec 

 

Number of full table or index scans per second. Since PeopleSoft 
applications do not use heap tables, we will not see any explicit table 
scans. Clustered index scans should be treated as full table scans.   If 
this counter shows a non zero value (>1), it is an indication that some 
queries can be optimized. This could be an opportunity for efficient 
indexing. 

SQL Server General User Connections This counter shows the number of user connections, not the number of 
users, that currently are connected to SQL Server. If this counter 
exceeds 255, you may want to boost the SQL Server configuration 
setting “Maximum Worker Threads” to a figure higher than the default 
setting of 255. If the number of connections exceeds the number of 
available worker threads, SQL Server begins to share worker threads, 
which can hurt performance. 

Capturing Traces 

Tracing can be enabled at various levels to get relevant information, to help in troubleshooting. Traces can be captured from 
the PeopleSoft side, or you can use a SQL Profiler to capture a trace at the database level. 

The following settings are recommended to capture the traces to identify problems. Be sure to set the values back to zero after 
capturing the trace. 

Note. Running the production environment with these settings can cause performance issues due to the overhead introduced 
with tracing. 

Application Engine Trace 

Modify psprcs.cfg as follows: 
;---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
; AE Tracing Bitfield 
; 
; Bit       Type of tracing 
; ---       --------------- 
; 1         - Trace STEP execution sequence to AET file 
; 2         - Trace Application SQL statements to AET file 
; 4         - Trace Dedicated Temp Table Allocation to AET file 
; 8         - not yet allocated 
; 16        - not yet allocated 
; 32        - not yet allocated 
; 64        - not yet allocated 
; 128       - Timings Report to AET file 
; 256       - Method/BuiltIn detail instead of summary in AET Timings Report 
; 512       - not yet allocated 
; 1024      - Timings Report to tables 
; 2048      - DB optimizer trace to file 
; 4096      - DB optimizer trace to tables 
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;TraceAE=(1+2+128) 
TraceAE=131 

Note. For some batch programs, setting TraceAE flag to 131 can generate a huge file (by including the SQL Statements 
option).  For those cases using TraceAE=128 might help.  Also setting TraceSQL=128 works well for collecting statistics for 
COBOL programs. 

Online Trace 

Modify psappsrv.cfg as follows: 
;---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
; SQL Tracing Bitfield 
; 
; Bit       Type of tracing 
; ---       --------------- 
; 1         - SQL statements 
; 2         - SQL statement variables 
; 4         - SQL connect, disconnect, commit and rollback 
; 8         - Row Fetch (indicates that it occurred, not data) 
; 16        - All other API calls except ssb 
; 32        - Set Select Buffers (identifies the attributes of columns 
;             to be selected). 
; 64        - Database API specific calls 
; 128       - COBOL statement timings 
; 256       - Sybase Bind information 
; 512       - Sybase Fetch information 
; 4096      - Manager information 
; 8192      - Mapcore information 
; Dynamic change allowed for TraceSql and TraceSqlMask 
TraceSql=3 
TraceSqlMask=12319 

Note. TraceSql=3 captures the SQL information with relatively low overhead.  PeopleTools uses a value of 63 for SQL 
debugging. 

;---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
; PeopleCode Tracing Bitfield 
; 
; Bit       Type of tracing 
; ---       --------------- 
; 1         - Trace entire program 
; 2         - List the program 
; 4         - Show assignments to 
; 8         - Show fetched values 

variables 

; 16        - Show stack 
; 64        - Trace start of programs 
; 128       - Trace external function calls 
; 256       - Trace internal function calls 
; 512       - Show parameter values 
; 1024      - Show function return value 
; 2048      - Trace each statement in program 
; Dynamic change allowed for TracePC and TracePCMask 
TracePC=456 
TracePCMask=0 
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Using SQL Profiler 

Peoplesoft makes extensive use of the prepare/execute model in both on-line and batch applications. When tracing Peoplesoft 
activity using SQL Profiler, trace RPC events rather than SQL Statement or SQL Batch events. A significant portion of the 
database processing issued by Peoplesoft is performed by cursors. Peoplesoft uses the Fast Forward Only / Autofetch cursor 
when possible, and achieves relatively good performance through this cursor model. 

RPC events can show SQL statements of the following types: 

• sp_prepexec  

• sp_cursorprepexec 

• sp_cursorpreapre 

• sp_cursorexecute 

SQL Profiler can be used to detect inefficient SQL queries, deadlocks and other events that cause performance problems. 

Following are some highlights of SQL Profiler: 

• SQL Profiler displays statement level resource consumption. 

• SQL Profiler helps to monitor and drill down into queries. 

• Data is organized into Events (rows) and Data Columns (columns). 

• Commonly used Event/DataColumn/Filter combinations can be saved as Trace Templates. 

• A trace can be saved as a Trace Table (Save As). It saves data into database user table and permits querying with regular 
T-SQL. For example: 
SELECT Max(Duration) FROM TrcDB.dbo.HRDB 

• If you are looking for specific information, such as queries involving a particular table, use the filters. For example: 
ObjectID  - Equals  - 1977058079 

  OR 
TextData  - Like -  %PS_BO_REL_CAT_ITEM% 

• Sometimes you might need to search upwards for a cursor number to find the SQL statement. 

For example, you see a command such as ‘sp_cursorexecute 41992’. If this step shows performance problem like very 
high reads or a higher duration, search upwards for the cursor number 41992 to find the appropriate prepare statement. 

To monitor the SQL Statements in the PeopleSoft environment, some specific events need to be captured. You can include 
these events and save them as a trace template for future use. 

Following are some potentially useful events on a PeopleSoft database. 

Lock Events 

Category of Event Specific Event Explanation/Remarks 

Lock Deadlock Indicates that two concurrent transactions have deadlocked each 
other by trying to obtain incompatible locks on the resources that the 
other transaction owns.  

Lock Deadlock Chain Produced for each of the events leading up to the deadlock.  For ex 
if 3 transactions involved in a deadlock, 3 processes corresponding 
to the 3 transactions are listed as a Deadlock Chain. 
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Lock Escalation A finer-grained lock has been converted to a coarser-grained lock.  
SQL Server lock escalation, always convert row/page level locks 
into table level lock. 

Database Events 

Category of Event Specific Event Explanation/Remarks 

Database Data File Auto Grow Indicates that the data file grew automatically.  This event does not 
get generated if data file is grown explicitly through alter database. 
Performance is severely impacted during the auto growth of a 
database.  Database should be sized properly so that this event 
never occurs on a production database. Capturing this event has 
very low overhead. 

Database Log File Auto Grow Indicates that the log file grew automatically. This event does not get 
generated if the log file is grown explicitly through alter database. . 
Performance is severely impacted during the auto growth of a log 
file.  Log should be sized properly so that this event never occurs on 
a production database. Capturing this event has very low overhead. 

Performance Events 

Category of Event Specific Event Explanation/Remarks 

Performance Execution Plan Displays the query plan of the SQL statement being executed 

Performance Show Plan Statistics Displays the query-plan with full run-time details (including actual 
and estimated number of rows passing through each operation) of 
the statement that was executed.  It requires the Binary Data column 
to be included. 

Stored Procedures Events 

Category of Event Specific Event Explanation/Remarks 

Stored Procedures RPC:Starting Occurs when a remote procedure call has started.  PeopleSoft 
extensively uses the stored procedure (type) - ODBC calls like 
sp_cursorprepare, sp_cursorexecute, sp_cursorprepexec.  They all 
fall under the ‘Stored Procedures’ event category. 

Stored Procedures RPC:Completed Indicates when the stored procedure has completed. 

Stored Procedures SP:StmtStarting Indicates when a statement within the stored procedure is starting 

Stored Procedures SP:StmtCompleted Indicates when a statement within the stored procedure has 
completed 

TSQL Events 

Category of Event Specific Event Explanation/Remarks 

TSQL SQL:StmtStarting Occurs when a Transact-SQL statement is starting 

TSQL SQL:StmtCompleted Occurs when a Transact-SQL statement has completed 

Data Columns 

The following data columns go in hand with the suggested events and capture relevant information.: 
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Columns Explanation/Remarks 

EventClass Type of Event Class captured. 

SPID Server Process ID assigned by SQL Server to the process associated with the client. 

CPU Amount of CPU time (in milliseconds) used by the event. 

Duration  Amount of time (in milliseconds) used by the event. 

TextData Text Value dependent on the event class captured in the trace. This column is important if you want 
to apply filter based on the query text.  Also if save the file into a table and run TSQL queries 
against the table. 

BinaryData Binary Value dependent on the event class captured in the trace. For some events like 
‘Performance. Show Plan Statistics’ it is necessary to have this data column included. This column 
is readable only using SQL Profiler as it stores the binary form of the data. 

StartTime Time at which the event started, when available. For filtering, expected formats are ‘YYYY-MM-DD’ 
and ‘YYYY-MM-DD HH:MM:SS’ 

EndTime Time at which the event ended. This column is not populated for starting event classes, such as 
SP:StmtStarting or RPC:Starting. For filtering, expected formats are ‘YYYY-MM-DD’ and ‘YYYY-
MM-DD HH:MM:SS’ 

IndexID ID for the index on the object affected by the event. To determine the index ID for an object, use the 
indid column of the sysindex system table. 

ObjectID System-assigned ID of the object 

Reads Number of logical reads performed by the server on behalf of the event 

Writes Number of Physical writes performed by the server on behalf of the event 

Note. Though profiler tracefiles with these events and data columns may provide a comprehensive information, trace files or 
tables may become huge. 

Troubleshooting Tips 

• Event captured but no relevant data displayed: 

Correct columns are not selected. For example: ‘Performance. Show Plan Statistics’ without BinaryData column. 

• Setting a filter does not filter out all unrelated data: 

Rows with NULL values do not get not filtered. 

• Search yields no matches even when values exist: 

Profiler search is case-sensitive. 

• Heavy CPU usage and disk activity: 

Reduce amount of data being captured. Log to faster disks. 

• Warning ‘Profiler Message’ about events not captured: 

Unable to write all the trace information in time. Reduce amount of data being captured. Log to faster disks. 
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Finding a Showplan 

Execution plans can be produced in a text format, with or without additional performance estimates, or in a graphical 
representation. 

The following  SQL is shown with all of these representations: 
SELECT EMPLID 
FROM PS_DEDUCTION_BAL B1  
WHERE B1.EMPLID = 'PA100000001'  
AND B1.COMPANY = 'GBI'  
AND B1.BALANCE_ID = 'CY'  
AND B1.BALANCE_YEAR = 2000  
AND B1.BALANCE_PERIOD = ( 
 SELECT MAX(DB2.BALANCE_PERIOD) 
 FROM PS_DEDUCTION_BAL DB2  
 WHERE DB2.EMPLID = B1.EMPLID  
 AND DB2.COMPANY = B1.COMPANY  
 AND DB2.BALANCE_ID = B1.BALANCE_ID 
 AND DB2.BALANCE_YEAR = B1.BALANCE_YEAR  
 AND DB2.DEDCD = B1.DEDCD  
 AND DB2.DED_CLASS = B1.DED_CLASS  
 AND DB2.BENEFIT_RCD_NBR = B1.BENEFIT_RCD_NBR  
 AND DB2.BALANCE_PERIOD = 4  
 ) 
AND B1.DED_YTD <> 0 

SHOWPLAN_TEXT shows all of the steps involved in processing the query, including the order of table access, mode of 
access, types of joins used, and so on. For example: 

SET SHOWPLAN_TEXT ON 
GO 
SELECT EMPLID 
FROM PS_DEDUCTION_BAL B1  
WHERE B1.EMPLID = 'PA100000001'  
AND B1.COMPANY = 'GBI'  
AND B1.BALANCE_ID = 'CY'  
AND B1.BALANCE_YEAR = 2000  
AND B1.BALANCE_PERIOD = ( 
 SELECT MAX(DB2.BALANCE_PERIOD) 
 FROM PS_DEDUCTION_BAL DB2  
 WHERE DB2.EMPLID = B1.EMPLID  
 AND DB2.COMPANY = B1.COMPANY  
 AND DB2.BALANCE_ID = B1.BALANCE_ID 
 AND DB2.BALANCE_YEAR = B1.BALANCE_YEAR  
 AND DB2.DEDCD = B1.DEDCD  
 AND DB2.DED_CLASS = B1.DED_CLASS  
 AND DB2.BENEFIT_RCD_NBR = B1.BENEFIT_RCD_NBR  
 AND DB2.BALANCE_PERIOD = 4  
 ) 
AND B1.DED_YTD <> 0 
GO 
SET SHOWPLAN_TEXT OFF 
GO 
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Here, the inner query is resolved first by Clustered Index Seek on PS_DEDUCTION_BAL. The outer query is resolved next 
using Clustered Index Seek on PS_DEDUCTION_BAL. The two result sets are merged using a Hash match Join. 

SHOWPLAN_ALL provides the same information as SHOWPLAN_TEXT, plus estimates of number of rows that are expected 
to meet the search criteria, estimated size of the result rows, estimated CPU time, total cost estimate, and so on. For example: 

SET SHOWPLAN_ALL ON 
GO 
SELECT EMPLID 
FROM PS_DEDUCTION_BAL B1  
WHERE B1.EMPLID = 'PA100000001'  
AND B1.COMPANY = 'GBI'  
AND B1.BALANCE_ID = 'CY'  
AND B1.BALANCE_YEAR = 2000  
AND B1.BALANCE_PERIOD = ( 
 SELECT MAX(DB2.BALANCE_PERIOD) 
 FROM PS_DEDUCTION_BAL DB2  
 WHERE DB2.EMPLID = B1.EMPLID  
 AND DB2.COMPANY = B1.COMPANY  
 AND DB2.BALANCE_ID = B1.BALANCE_ID 
 AND DB2.BALANCE_YEAR = B1.BALANCE_YEAR  
 AND DB2.DEDCD = B1.DEDCD  
 AND DB2.DED_CLASS = B1.DED_CLASS  
 AND DB2.BENEFIT_RCD_NBR = B1.BENEFIT_RCD_NBR  
 AND DB2.BALANCE_PERIOD = 4  
 ) 
AND B1.DED_YTD <> 0 
GO 
SET SHOWPLAN_ALL OFF 
GO 

Graphical Showplan can be obtained in Query Analyzer by selecting Query, Display Estimated Execution Plan or pressing 
<Ctrl+L>. Here the query is not executed. Alternately the query can be executed and the actual execution plan can be obtained 
by selecting Query, Show Execution Plan or pressing <Ctrl+K>. 

Here is the graphical plan for the same SQL: 
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Getting an Execution Plan Using Bind Variables  

PeopleSoft applications often use bind variables instead of literals to reduce compilations on repetitive SQL. When analyzing 
SQL that uses bind variables, use parameters to get an accurate showplan. Using literals instead of parameters may result in 
different execution plan. For example: 

SET SHOWPLAN_TEXT ON  
GO 
 
DECLARE @P1 CHAR(11), @P2 CHAR(3), @P3 CHAR(2), @P4 smallint, @P5 smallint 
 
SELECT EMPLID 
FROM PS_DEDUCTION_BAL B1  
WHERE B1.EMPLID = @P1  
AND B1.COMPANY = @P2 
AND B1.BALANCE_ID = @P3 
AND B1.BALANCE_YEAR = @P4 
AND B1.BALANCE_PERIOD = ( 
 SELECT MAX(DB2.BALANCE_PERIOD) 
 FROM PS_DEDUCTION_BAL DB2  
 WHERE DB2.EMPLID = B1.EMPLID  
 AND DB2.COMPANY = B1.COMPANY  
 AND DB2.BALANCE_ID = B1.BALANCE_ID 
 AND DB2.BALANCE_YEAR = B1.BALANCE_YEAR  
 AND DB2.DEDCD = B1.DEDCD  
 AND DB2.DED_CLASS = B1.DED_CLASS  
 AND DB2.BENEFIT_RCD_NBR = B1.BENEFIT_RCD_NBR  
 AND DB2.BALANCE_PERIOD = @P5  
 ) 
AND B1.DED_YTD <> 0  
GO 
SET SHOWPLAN_TEXT OFF 

Note. Use sp_help table_name to determine the data types for the required columns. 

Getting an Execution Plan Using a Stored Statement 

Most of the SQL statements used by PeopleSoft applications are executed in the following form, prepared as a stored 
statement.  Using this method is a more accurate way to find an execution plan, and results in an execution plan either the same 
or closer to the one resulting when the same statement is called by the PeopleSoft application. This because when you use this 
format, if an execution plan already cached, when the application is run found in the procedure cache, the same plan will be 
used. 

For the following example, first  turn on Show Execution Plan using <Ctrl+K>: 
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declare @P0 INT, @P1 INT, @P2 INT, @P3 INT, @P4 INT 
 
set @P1=0 
set @P2=4104 -- (Cursor Type) 8 Static + 4096 Parameterized  
set @P3=8193  --  ( Cursor Concurrency) 1 - READ_ONLY + 8192 ALLOW_DIRECT 
 
exec sp_cursorprepexec @P0 output,  @P1 output, N'@P7 CHAR(11), @P8 CHAR(5), @P9 
CHAR(2) ',  N'SELECT EMPLID FROM PS_DEDUCTION_BAL B1 WHERE B1.EMPLID = @P7 AND 
B1.COMPANY = @P8 AND B1.BALANCE_ID = @P9 AND B1.BALANCE_YEAR = 2000 AND
 B1.BALANCE_PERIOD = (SELECT MAX(DB2.BALANCE_PERIOD) FROM PS_DEDUCTION_BAL DB2 
WHERE DB2.EMPLID = B1.EMPLID AND DB2.COMPANY = B1.COMPANY  AND DB2.BALANCE_ID = 
B1.BALANCE_ID AND DB2.BALANCE_YEAR = B1.BALANCE_YEAR AND DB2.DEDCD = B1.DEDCD 
AND DB2.DED_CLASS = B1.DED_CLASS AND DB2.BENEFIT_RCD_NBR = B1.BENEFIT_RCD_NBR 
AND DB2.BALANCE_PERIOD = 4 )AND B1.DED_YTD <> 0 ORDER BY PLAN_TYPE, 
BENEFIT_PLAN, DEDCD, DED_CLASS', @P2 output, @P3 output, @P4 output,  
'PA100000001', 'GBI', 'CY' 
exec sp_cursorfetch @P1 

Note. In the above example @P2 defines the cursor type, @P3 defines cursor concurrency, @P7, @P8, @P9 are the user 
defined parameters used in the query. 

Here is another example: 
Use Northwind 
Go 
declare @P0 INT, @P1 INT, @P2 INT, @P3 INT, @P4 INT 
set @P1=NULL 
set @P2=4104 
set @P3=8193 
exec sp_cursorprepexec @P0 output,  @P1 output, N'@P7 CHAR(8), @P8 CHAR(11), @P9 
MONEY ',  N'SELECT * FROM Orders where CustomerID = @P7 AND EmployeeID = @P8 and 
Freight > @P9', @P2 output, @P3 output, @P4 output,  'HANAR', '4', 50.0 
exec sp_cursorfetch @P1 

Finding Current Users and Processes 

From the early versions of SQL Server to SQL Server 2000, DBAs often use the system stored procedure sp_who to get 
information about current SQL Server users and processes. Alternatively, you can use its close variant sp_who2, which 
provides some additional information and formats the results better. When a command submitted is more than 32 characters, 
neither sp_who nor sp_who2 shows the complete command. The command DBCC INPUTBUFFER( SPID) offers some help 
and shows the full text of the command, for example: 

DBCC INPUTBUFFER (69) 

In the PeopleSoft environment, because most of the SQLs are executed as RPCs, neither sp_who nor DBCC would help to find 
the actual command, for example: 

DBCC INPUTBUFFER () 

Also, because the application server masks the actual user ID, it is difficult to find the SPID corresponding to a user. Two new 
columns in the sysprocess table provide this essential information. They are context_info and sql_handle. Fn_get_sql() uses 
sql_handle as a parameter to get the actual SQL. The handles expire very quickly and should be used immediately. If you pass 
in a handle that is no longer in the cache, fn_get_sql returns an empty result set. It turns out that when the plan for a SQL 
statement has zero cost it isn't cached at all. 

Microsoft has added a remedy to this situation in the form of a new trace flag, 2861. Once it is activated, zero cost plans are 
cached and they show up as the result of fn_get_sql. You can temporarily enable this functionality using the DBCC 
TRACEON statement: 

DBCC TRACEON (2861) 
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You can turn it back off with TRACEOFF: 
DBCC TRACEOFF (2861) 

To find the status of the traceflag, use either of the following commands: 
DBCC TRACESTATUS (2861) 

DBCC TRACESTATUS ( -1)  

Note. If you turn on the traceflag 2861 instance wide by using DBCC TRACEON ( 2861, -1), the system performance can be 
affected severely. You can use this on test servers, but never on a production server. 

Check the following Knowledge Base article to find more information on - fn_get_sql: 

http://msdn.microsoft.com/library/default.asp?url=/library/en-us/tsqlref/ts_fa-fz_3nqa.asp 

Check Appendix B, SP_PSWHO for a sample store procedure that reveals much more information, and can be used as an 
alternate to sp_who in PeopleSoft environments. 
 

Decoding the Object Blocking a Process 

Sometimes it is necessary to troubleshoot just plain blocking.  sp_who, SP_PSWHO (which is described in appendix – 
provides detail information) are helpful.  You could also query the system tables to find this information directly, as follows: 

1. Issue the following command 
select spid,blocked  from sysprocesses where blocked <> 0”  

To determine whether a process is blocked by another process, as shown here: 
spid   blocked  
------ -------  
87     122 

In this case process 87 is blocked by process 122.  The wait time has been 37391 (37 seconds) 

2. To find the ID of the blocking object, issue the command: 
sp_lock 

This produces: 
spid   dbid   ObjId       IndId  Type Resource         Mode     Status  
------ ------ ----------- ------ ---- ---------------- -------- ------  
87     7      0           0      DB                    S        GRANT 
87     7      0           0      PAG  3:6086           IS       GRANT 
87     7      1359395962  0      RID  3:6086:0         S        GRANT 
87     7      893962261   9      PAG  1:569718         IS       GRANT 
87     7      1359395962  0      RID  3:6086:1         S        WAIT 
87     7      1058974999  0      TAB                   Sch-S    GRANT 

In this case we see that process 87 is waiting on object id 1359395962. 

3. To decode the object name from the object id, issue the following command: 
select name,xtype from sysobjects where id = 1359395962 

  This produces something like: 
name                                  xtype  
-----------------------------------------------  
PS_TSE_JHDR_FLD                       U 
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In this case we see that we are waiting for PS_TSE_JHDR_FLD. The column ‘xtype’ has value ‘U’. Looking in books 
online at entry “sysobjects” shows that xtype ‘U’ refers to a table. So we are waiting for the PS_TSE_JHDR_FLD table. 

Implied Predicates 

PeopleSoft applications frequently use correlated subqueries of the following nature: 
SELECT EMPLID 
FROM PS_DEDUCTION_BAL B1  
WHERE B1.EMPLID = 'PA100000001'  
AND B1.COMPANY = 'GBI'  
AND B1.BALANCE_ID = 'CY'  
AND B1.BALANCE_YEAR = 2000  
AND B1.BALANCE_PERIOD = ( 
 SELECT MAX(DB2.BALANCE_PERIOD) 
 FROM PS_DEDUCTION_BAL DB2  
 WHERE DB2.EMPLID = B1.EMPLID  
 AND DB2.COMPANY = B1.COMPANY  
 AND DB2.BALANCE_ID = B1.BALANCE_ID 
 AND DB2.BALANCE_YEAR = B1.BALANCE_YEAR  
 AND DB2.DEDCD = B1.DEDCD  
 AND DB2.DED_CLASS = B1.DED_CLASS  
 AND DB2.BENEFIT_RCD_NBR = B1.BENEFIT_RCD_NBR  
 AND DB2.BALANCE_PERIOD = 4  
 ) 
AND B1.DED_YTD <> 0  
ORDER  
BY PLAN_TYPE, 
 BENEFIT_PLAN, 
 DEDCD, 
 DED_CLASS 

Here an EMPLID filter (B1.EMPLID = 'PA100000001') is used in the outer query. The filter is not explicitly used in the inner 
subquery, but the filter is implied by the join ‘B1.EMPLID’, in the inner subquery. There are times when SQL Server resolves 
the outer query and inner query as two different sets and performs a HASH MERGE join to get the final results. While doing 
this, SQL Server does not apply the transitive relationship to the inner subquery, resulting in a suboptimal execution plan and 
poor performance. 

Microsoft has provided a hot fix for this problem. The fix helps almost all Peoplesoft applications, especially Self Service – 
HR applications. 

Following are illustrations of the execution plans comparison before and after the fix. 

Before the fix, the execution plan shows a huge number of records selected for the Inner Query, which results in poor 
performance: 
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After the fix: 

 

Getting the Hotfix 

This fix will be part of the next service pack (SP4). If you need to apply the fix in the meantime, please contact Microsoft 
Support. 

Note. Please apply the fix  in a test server and do a round of testing before putting it in production. 

Useful DBCC commands 

DBCC Command Description 
DBCC SQLPERF(waitstats) Displays cumulative resource wait time per resource. 

DBCC SQLPERF(waitstats, clear) clears counts. 
DBCC CACHESTATS Displays cache statistics (Hit ratio/Object count/etc) for object. 
DBCC SHOWCONTIG Reports on fragmentation of an index. 
DBCC INDEXDEFRAG Defragment the leaf level of clustered and nonclustered indexes on tables 

and views. 
DBCC SHOW_STATISTICS Reports the distribution statistics for a specified index or non-indexed 

column. 
DBCC TRACEON (trace#) Enable) the specified trace flag. 
DBCC TRACEOFF (trace#) Disable the specified trace flag(s). 
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DBCC Command Description 
DBCC TRACESTATUS (trace#) Displays the status of trace flags. 

DBCC TRACESTATUS(-1), displays the status of all currently enabled 
trace flags. 

DBCC INPUTBUFFER ( SPID) Displays the last statement sent from a client to Microsoft SQL Server by 
the user connection that owns the specified SPID. 

Using Hints 

Hints are database specific. Because PeopleSoft applications are database platform independent, hints are never used by 
default. However, there might be some occasions where hints could help. SQL Server provides hints for query optimization. 
These hints are handled as “directives” rather than as suggestions. 

These hints are useful when you’re certain how a particular statement must be executed in your environment because of your 
data or business procedure. There you can hint the optimizer explicitly to favor a particular index or use certain type of join. 

Query Processing Hints 

The OPTION clause comes in handy for queries that do not follow ANSI-style syntax. Hints can be specified as part of  the 
OPTION clause of a SELECT or UPDATE statement. This specifies that the indicated query hint should be used throughout 
the entire query. Each query hint can be specified only once, although multiple query hints are permitted. The OPTION clause 
must be specified with the outermost query of the statement. The query hint affects all operators in the statement. If one or 
more query hints causes the query optimizer to not generate a valid plan, SQL Server recompiles the query without the 
specified query hints. 

OPTION Syntax: 
[ OPTION (<query_hint> [,...n) ] 
<query_hint> ::= 
{ { HASH | ORDER } GROUP  
| { MERGE | HASH | CONCAT } UNION 
| { LOOP | MERGE | HASH } JOIN 
| FAST number_rows 
| FORCE ORDER 
| MAXDOP number 
| ROBUST PLAN 
| KEEP PLAN 
} 

{ HASH | ORDER } GROUP specifies that aggregations described in the GROUP BY or COMPUTE clause of the query 
should use hashing or ordering.  

{ MERGE | HASH | CONCAT } UNION specifies that all UNION operations be performed by merging, hashing, or 
concatenating UNION sets. If more than one UNION hint is specified, the optimizer selects the least expensive strategy from 
those hints specified.  

{LOOP | MERGE | HASH |} JOIN specifies that all join operations are performed by loop join, merge join, or hash join in the 
whole query. If more than one join hint is specified, the optimizer selects the least expensive join strategy for the allowed ones. 
If, in the same query, a join hint is also specified for a specific pair of tables, it takes precedence in the joining of the two 
tables.  

FAST number_rows specifies that the query be optimized for fast retrieval of the first number_rows (a nonnegative integer). 
After the first number_rows are returned, the query continues execution and produces its full result set.  

FORCE ORDER specifies that the join order indicated by the query syntax is preserved during query optimization 

OPTION Example: 
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SELECT 75 , 'ABMD' , GETDATE() , 10623 , 21 , 'ABC_ACT_ID' , ' ' , ' ' , ' ' , ' ' 
, A.ABC_OBJ_ID , ' ' , ' ' , ' ' , ' ' , 'ACT_TBL'  
FROM PS_ACT_T2 A  
WHERE A.ABC_TAR_OBJ = 'Y'  
AND A.ABC_SRC_OBJ = 'Y'  
AND NOT EXISTS (SELECT 'X' FROM PS_DRIVER_T2 B , PS_DRIVER_TAR2_S2 C  
          WHERE B.ABC_DRIVER_ID = C.ABC_DRIVER_ID  
          AND C.ABC_OBJ_ID= A.ABC_OBJ_ID  
          AND B.ABC_DRIVER_SOURCE = 'A')  
AND EXISTS (SELECT 'X' FROM PS_DRIVER_T2 B1 , PS_DRIVER_TAR2_S2 C1  
          WHERE B1.ABC_DRIVER_ID = C1.ABC_DRIVER_ID  
          AND C1.ABC_OBJ_ID = A.ABC_OBJ_ID  
          AND B1.ABC_DRIVER_TARGET = 'A') 
OPTION (MERGE JOIN) 

INDEX Hints 

One or more specific indexes can be used by naming them directly in the FROM clause.   

SELECT FROM Syntax: 
SELECT select_list FROM table [ (INDEX ({ index_name | index_id }[, index_name | 
index_id . . . .]))] 

This example forces the query to do a table scan: 
SELECT au_lname, au_fname  
FROM authors (INDEX (0)) 
WHERE au_lname like ‘C%’ 

This example forces the query to use the index named aunmind: 
SELECT au_lname, au_fname  
FROM authors (INDEX (aunmind)) 

WHERE au_lname like ‘C%’ 
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Appendix A – Deadlock Trace Scrubber 

Following is an example of a SQL stored procedure to find the SQLs within deadlock transactions. This example serves as a 
template, which you can modify for your purposes. 

--  Usage :  exec getdeadlockInfo DLTRACE1 
 
drop proc getdeadlockInfo 
go 
create proc getdeadlockInfo ( @table_name char(32), @execution_plan char(1) = 'N') 
AS 
begin 
 
/* List of PeopleSoft Env. relevant EventClasses 
RPC:Completed - 10 
Show Plan Text -96 
Execution Plan - 68 
RPC:Starting  - 11 
Lock:Escalation - 60 
Lock:Deadlock - 25 
Lock:Deadlock Chain - 59 
SP:StmtStarting - 44 
SP:StmtCompleted - 45 
SQL:StmtStarting - 40   
SQL:StmtCompleted - 41  */ 
 
/* This procedure list the SQLs that are part of SP:StmtCompleted.  If you find 
the SQL did not show up under SP:StmtCompleted 
but showed-up under RPC:Completed, use 10 instead of 45 
*/ 
 
/*  Finds Dead Locks   */ 
set nocount on 
 
 declare @sql varchar(1024),  
  @sql2 varchar(512), 
  @RowNumber int, 
  @EventClass int, 
  @SPID int, 
  @SPID2 int, 
  @Duration bigint, 
  @Reads bigint, 
  @Writes bigint, 
  @CPU int, 
  @RowNumberFrom int, 
  @PrevEventClass int, 
  @events_required VARCHAR(50), 
  @deadlock_counter int, 
  @LastCommitPoint int, 
  @StartTime datetime 
 
 SET TEXTSIZE 16384 
 
/*  Both Deadlock & Deadlock Chain is identified.  The result is stored in 
the descending order of RowNumber.   
 This way always the first row will be a Deadlock & not a deadlock chain. 
*/ 
 select @sql  = 'INSERT INTO #deadlock (RowNumber, EventClass, TextData, SPID, 
StartTime) SELECT RowNumber, EventClass, TextData, SPID, StartTime FROM ' + 
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@table_name + ' WHERE EventClass in ( 25 , 59) ORDER BY RowNumber DESC' 
 
 CREATE table #deadlock ( 
 RowNumber int  null, 
 EventClass int  null, 
 TextData ntext  null, 
 SPID  int  null, 
 StartTime Datetime null, 
 SPID2_CHAR CHAR(5) null, 
 SPID2  int  null, 
 LastCommitPoint int null 
 ) 
 
 exec (@sql) 
 
 UPDATE #deadlock 
 SET SPID2_CHAR = SUBSTRING ( RTRIM( LTRIM(substring( TextData ,22, 
len(substring( TextData ,1,30)) - 21))), 1, LEN( RTRIM( LTRIM(substring( TextData 
,22, len(substring( TextData ,1,30)) - 21))))-1) 
 WHERE EventClass = 59 
 
 UPDATE #deadlock 
 SET SPID2 = CONVERT(INT,SPID2_CHAR) 
 WHERE EventClass = 59 
 
 select @sql = 'UPDATE #deadlock SET LastCommitPoint = ( SELECT   max(RowNumber) 
FROM ' + @table_name + ' T WHERE T.SPID = #deadlock.SPID2 AND T.RowNumber < 
#deadlock.RowNumber  AND EventClass = 41 AND TextData like ''COMMIT TRAN%'')' 
 
 exec (@sql) 
 
 UPDATE #deadlock  
 SET LastCommitPoint =  1 
 WHERE LastCommitPoint IS NULL 
 
 SELECT @deadlock_counter = COUNT(SPID) FROM #deadlock WHERE EventClass = 25 
 
 --SELECT  RowNumber, EventClass, SPID, SPID2_CHAR, SPID2, 
LastCommitPoint,StartTime, EndTime FROM #deadlock 
/* 
 PRINT '****************   SUMMARY   ******************' 
 
 SELECT  'Event' =    
       CASE  
          WHEN EventClass = 25 THEN 'DeadLock : ' 
          ELSE '           ' 
       END, 
    'SPID' = 
       CASE  
          WHEN EventClass = 25 THEN SPID 
          WHEN EventClass = 59 THEN SPID2 
 END, 
    'StartTime' = StartTime 
 FROM #deadlock 
*/ 
 PRINT '****************   DETAIL   ******************' 
 
 /**************************************** 
  DETAIL REPORT 
 *****************************************/ 
  
 DECLARE deadlock_cursor CURSOR FOR  
 SELECT RowNumber, EventClass,  SPID, SPID2, LastCommitPoint from #deadlock 
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 OPEN deadlock_cursor 
 FETCH NEXT FROM deadlock_cursor INTO @RowNumber, @EventClass, @SPID, @SPID2, 
@LastCommitPoint 
 
 /* Check if the execution plan is required */ 
 IF @execution_plan = 'Y' 
  SELECT @events_required = '(41 68, 45)' --10 
 ELSE 
  SELECT @events_required = '(41,  45)' --10 
 
 IF @@FETCH_STATUS <> 0  
  PRINT ' No Deadlocks found :)' 
 
 WHILE @@FETCH_STATUS = 0 
 BEGIN 
 
 -- Lock:Deadlock 
 IF @EventClass = 25 
 BEGIN 
 
  PRINT 
'#############################################################################' 
  PRINT ' ' 
  PRINT ' ' 
  SELECT 'DEADLOCK # : ' , @deadlock_counter 
  PRINT ' ' 
  SELECT @deadlock_counter = @deadlock_counter -1 
 
 END   
 ELSE /*  @EventClass = 59 -- Deadlock Chain */ 
 BEGIN 
 
  PRINT ' ' 
  PRINT ' ' 
  SELECT 'TRANSACTIONS FOR SPID : ' , @SPID2 
  PRINT ' ' 
   
 
  select @sql = 'SELECT RowNumber, EventClass, TextData FROM ' + 
@table_name + ' WHERE RowNumber >    ' +  convert(char(10),@LastCommitPoint ) +  
   + ' AND RowNumber <=  ' + convert(char(10), @RowNumber) + ' AND 
SPID = ' + convert(char(10),@SPID2) + ' AND EventClass  IN '+ @events_required +  
' and TextData IS NOT NULL and TextData NOT LIKE ''SET FMTONLY %'' ORDER BY 
RowNumber ' 
 
  exec (@sql) 
 
 END 
 
 FETCH NEXT FROM deadlock_cursor INTO @RowNumber, @EventClass, @SPID, @SPID2, 
@LastCommitPoint 
    
 END 
 
 CLOSE deadlock_cursor 
 DEALLOCATE deadlock_cursor 
 
 
END /* Proc */ 
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Appendix B – SP_PSWHO 
Following is an example of a SQL stored procedure that can be used as an alternate to sp_who to find process information. 
This procedure provides much more useful information. This example serves as a template, which you can modify for your 
purposes. 

SET QUOTED_IDENTIFIER OFF  
GO 
SET ANSI_NULLS ON  
GO 
 
-- exec SP_PSWHO 'all' 
-- exec SP_PSWHO  
 
DROP PROC SP_PSWHO  
GO 
 
CREATE PROC SP_PSWHO ( @all char (5) = 'NALL') 
AS 
SET NOCOUNT ON 
CREATE  TABLE #processes ( 
 spid   smallint  NOT NULL , 
 waittime  int   NOT NULL , 
 waittype binary(2),    
 cpu   int   NOT NULL , 
 physical_io  bigint   NOT NULL , 
 login_time  datetime  NOT NULL , 
 hostname  char (128)  NOT NULL , 
 program_name  char (128)  NOT NULL , 
 nt_domain  char (128)   NOT NULL , 
 nt_username  char (128)   NOT NULL , 
 loginame  char (128)   NOT NULL , 
 context_info  varchar(36), 
 sql_handle  binary (20) , 
 stmt_text  text   NULL  
 ) 
DECLARE 
 @spid   smallint , 
 @waittime  int , 
 @waittype binary(2),    
 @cpu   int , 
 @physical_io  bigint , 
 @login_time  datetime, 
 @hostname  char (128), 
 @program_name  char (128), 
 @nt_domain  char (128)  , 
 @nt_username  char (128) , 
 @loginame  char (128), 
 @context_info  VARCHAR(36), 
 @sql_handle  binary (20)  , 
 @stmt_text  VARCHAR(8000) 
SELECT @all = upper(@all) 
IF @all <> 'ALL' 
begin 
DECLARE PROCESSES CURSOR FOR 
 SELECT  
  spid, 
  waittime, 
  waittype, 
  cpu, 
  physical_io, 
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  login_time, 
  hostname, 
  program_name, 
  nt_domain, 
  nt_username, 
  loginame, 
  convert(VARCHAR(36),context_info), 
  sql_handle, 
  cmd 
 FROM master..sysprocesses 
 WHERE  dbid = db_id() 
--  AND context_info <> 0X0 
     AND  CONVERT(VARCHAR(36),context_info) NOT LIKE 'PSAPPS%' 
 AND     spid <> @@spid 
 AND     cmd <> 'AWAITING COMMAND' 
end 
else 
begin 
DECLARE PROCESSES CURSOR FOR 
 SELECT  
  spid, 
  waittime, 
  waittype, 
  cpu, 
  physical_io, 
  login_time, 
  hostname, 
  program_name, 
  nt_domain, 
  nt_username, 
  loginame, 
  convert(VARCHAR(36),context_info), 
  sql_handle, 
  cmd 
 FROM master..sysprocesses 
 WHERE  dbid = db_id() 
--  AND context_info <> 0X0 
--     AND  CONVERT(VARCHAR(36),context_info) NOT LIKE 'PSAPPS%' 
 AND     spid <> @@spid 
end 
OPEN PROCESSES 
 
FETCH PROCESSES 
INTO @spid, 
  @waittime, 
  @waittype, 
  @cpu, 
  @physical_io, 
  @login_time, 
  @hostname, 
  @program_name, 
  @nt_domain, 
  @nt_username, 
  @loginame, 
  @context_info, 
  @sql_handle, 
  @stmt_text 
 
WHILE @@FETCH_STATUS = 0 
 BEGIN 
  IF  @sql_handle <> 0x0 AND IS_SRVROLEMEMBER ('sysadmin') = 1 
   SELECT @stmt_text = text from ::fn_get_sql(@sql_handle)  
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  INSERT  INTO #processes  
  VALUES( @spid, 
    @waittime, 
    @waittype, 
    @cpu, 
    @physical_io, 
    @login_time, 
    @hostname, 
    @program_name, 
    @nt_domain, 
    @nt_username, 
    @loginame, 
    @context_info, 
    @sql_handle, 
    @stmt_text 
    ) 
  FETCH PROCESSES  
  INTO @spid, 
    @waittime, 
    @waittype, 
    @cpu, 
    @physical_io, 
    @login_time, 
    @hostname, 
    @program_name, 
    @nt_domain, 
    @nt_username, 
    @loginame, 
    @context_info, 
    @sql_handle, 
    @stmt_text 
 END 
 
DEALLOCATE PROCESSES 
 
SELECT  --SUBSTRING(context_info,1,(charindex(',',context_info)-1))  AS 
[OPRID], 
  context_info  AS [OPRID], 
  program_name AS Application, 
 Server = hostname, 
 SPID = spid, 
 login_time  AS [Start Time], 
 [Wait(ms)] = (waittime/1000), 
 Waittype = case waittype 
  WHEN 0x001 THEN 'Lock: Sch-S'    
  WHEN 0x002 THEN 'Lock: Sch-M'     
  WHEN 0x003 THEN 'Lock: S'      
  WHEN 0x004 THEN 'Lock: U'      
  WHEN 0x005 THEN 'Lock: X' 
  WHEN 0x006 THEN 'Lock: IS' 
  WHEN 0x007 THEN 'Lock: IU'  
  WHEN 0x008 THEN 'Lock: IX' 
  WHEN 0x009 THEN 'Lock: SIU' 
  WHEN 0x00A THEN 'Lock: SIX' 
  WHEN 0x00B THEN 'Lock: UIX' 
  WHEN 0x00C THEN 'Lock: BU'  
  WHEN 0x00D THEN 'Lock: RangeS_S' 
  WHEN 0x00E THEN 'Lock: RangeS_U'  
  WHEN 0x00F THEN 'Lock: RangeI_N'  
  WHEN 0x010 THEN 'Lock: RangeI_S'  
  WHEN 0x011 THEN 'Lock: RangeI_U' 
   WHEN 0x012 THEN 'Lock: RangeI_X'  
  WHEN 0x013 THEN 'Lock: RangeX_S' 
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   WHEN 0x014 THEN 'Lock: RangeX_U' 
  WHEN 0x015 THEN 'Lock: RangeX_X' 
  WHEN 0x20  THEN 'IO Completion – SLEEP' 
  WHEN 0x21  THEN 'IO Completion'  
  WHEN 0x22  THEN 'Async IO Completion' 
  WHEN 0x40  THEN 'Resource Semaphone' 
  WHEN 0x41  THEN 'DTC' 
  WHEN 0x42  THEN 'OLEDB Provider' 
  WHEN 0x43  THEN 'FAILPOINT' 
  WHEN 0x44  THEN 'Resource Queue' 
  WHEN 0x45  THEN 'Async DiskPool Lock' 
  WHEN 0x46  THEN 'UMS thread pooling' 
  WHEN 0x47  THEN 'Pipeline Index Stat'  
  WHEN 0x48  THEN 'Pipeline Log'  
  WHEN 0x49  THEN 'Pipeline VLM'  
  WHEN 0x81  THEN 'Waiting on Writelog' 
  WHEN 0x100 THEN 'PSSBIT'  
  WHEN 0x101 THEN 'PSS Child' 
  WHEN 0x200 THEN 'Exchange synch up' 
  WHEN 0x202 THEN 'DBTable for checkpoint' 
  WHEN 0x203 THEN 'Access to an EC' 
  WHEN 0x204 THEN 'Temporary Object Drop' 
  WHEN 0x205 THEN 'Xact Lock Info' 
  WHEN 0x206 THEN 'Log Manager' 
  WHEN 0x207 THEN 'C Memory Thread' 
  WHEN 0x208 THEN 'CX Packet List Parallel process' 
  WHEN 0x209 THEN 'Parallel Page Supplier' 
  WHEN 0x20A THEN 'Shutdown' 
  WHEN 0x20B THEN 'WAITFOR Command'  
  WHEN 0x20C THEN 'Async Cursors synch up' 
  WHEN 0x20D THEN 'General sync'  
  WHEN 0x400 THEN 'Latch NL' 
  WHEN 0x401 THEN 'Latch KP' 
  WHEN 0x402 THEN 'Latch SH' 
  WHEN 0x403 THEN 'Latch UP' 
  WHEN 0x404 THEN 'Latch EX' 
  WHEN 0x405 THEN 'Latch DT' 
  WHEN 0x410 THEN 'Pagelatch NL' 
  WHEN 0x411 THEN 'Pagelatch KP' 
  WHEN 0x412 THEN 'Pagelatch SH' 
  WHEN 0x413 THEN 'Pagelatch UP' 
  WHEN 0x414 THEN 'Pagelatch EX' 
  WHEN 0x415 THEN 'Pagelatch DT' 
  WHEN 0x420 THEN 'PageIOLatch NL' 
  WHEN 0x421 THEN 'PageIOLatch KP' 
  WHEN 0x422 THEN 'PageIOLatch SH' 
  WHEN 0x423 THEN 'PageIOLatch UP' 
  WHEN 0x424 THEN 'PageIOLatch EX' 
  WHEN 0x425 THEN 'PageIOLatch DT' 
  WHEN 0x800 THEN 'Waiting on Network IO Completion' 
 END, 
 CPU = cpu, 
 'IO' = physical_io, 
 'SQL' = stmt_text 
 
FROM #processes P 
ORDER BY 1, 2  
 
RETURN @@ERROR 
 
GO 
SET QUOTED_IDENTIFIER OFF  
GO 
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SET ANSI_NULLS ON  
GO 
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Appendix C – Validation and Feedback 

This section documents the real-world validation that this Red Paper has received. 

CUSTOMER VALIDATION 

PeopleSoft is working with PeopleSoft customers to get feedback and validation on this document.  Lessons learned from 
these customer experiences will be posted here. 

 

FIELD VALIDATION 

PeopleSoft Consulting has provided feedback and validation on this document.  Additional lessons learned from field 
experience will be posted here. 
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